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Abstract

Transmembrane proteins play important roles in living cells, as they take part in energy

production and transport processes, establish cell-cell adhesions, and more. Due to the

diversity of their related functions, they are associated with many diseases and are frequent

targets for pharmaceuticals. Deepening our knowledge about their structure is crucial to

develop new and effective medicines.

Transmembrane proteins are embedded in the lipid bilayer extending out to both

sides of the membrane (
”
inside” and

”
outside”). This disposition makes them able to

take part in material and information transport between the two sides of the bilayer. The

topology of a transmembrane protein is a structural representation, defining the membrane

spanning segments and their orientation relative to the membrane (from
”
cytosolic” to

”
extra-cytosolic”, or the inverse). Using topology information available in the literature, I

have developed the Constrained Consensus Topology prediction method with a significantly

higher accuracy than previous approaches. Using this method, I have constructed a database

of the Human Transmembrane Proteome and a web-server to widen the accessibility of my

algorithm.

Complementing my previous point of view regarding transmembrane proteins, considering

a rigid, ordered structure, I have also focused on the flexible segments of transmembrane

proteins. Disordered protein regions do not have stable, well-defined structures, which are

constant in time, but rapidly fluctuate between many alternative conformational states.

A number of roles can be assigned to them due to their high flexibility: they take part

in molecular recognition, they establish flexible connections between domains or regulate

post-translational modifications through linear motifs. Previously they were only examined

as structural counterparts to globular proteins, however, thanks to the high amount of data

currently available, I have been able to analyze thoroughly their occurrences and roles in

transmembrane proteins.



Next Generation Sequencing resulted in both the determination of the human genome’s

nucleotide sequence, and the observation of naturally occurring nucleotide variations,

including disease causing mutations. By investigating missense mutations resulting in the

loss of function, structurally important elements can be recognized, which can help the

better understanding of development of related diseases and providing clues about possible

biomedical targeting approaches.



Kivonat

A transzmembrán fehérjék számos biológiai folyamatban vesznek részt, rendḱıvül sok

betegséggel kapcsolatba hozhatóak, illetve a betegség gyógýıtásához szükséges gyógyszerek

és metabolitok célba juttatásában segédkeznek. A ma forgalomban levő gyógyszerek több

mint fele valamilyen transzmembrán fehérjén fejti ki hatását, vagy hat vele kölcsön a ḱıvánt

hatás eléréséhez. Ezért az új, hatásos gyógyszerek tervezéséhez elengedhetetlenül fontos a

transzmembrán fehérjék szerkezetének ismerete.

A transzmembrán fehérjék a sejteket, illetve az egyes sejt organellumokat határoló

kettős lipidrétegű membránokba ágyazódva helyezkednek el, úgy, hogy a membrán mindkét

oldala (
”
kint” és

”
bent”) felé kinyúlnak a membránból és ezáltal képesek a membrán két

oldala közötti anyag- és információáramlásban iránýıtott módon részt venni. A transz-

membrán fehérjéknek ezt a reprezentációját, mely a membránrégiók helyét és orientációját

adja meg topológiának nevezzük. Kiindulva az irodalomban megtalálható topológiai

információkból létrehoztam a Constrained Consensus Topology predikciós eljárás, amelynek

jelentősen nagyobb a pontossága a korábbi módszereknél. A módszer népszerűśıtésére

létrehoztam egy webszervert és a Human Transmembrane Proteome adatbázist.

Kiegésźıtve előző vizsgálatomat, ahol merev, rendezett szerkezetekkel foglalkoztam,

tanulmányoztam a transzmembrán fehérjékben előforduló rendezetlen régiókat. Ezek

a fehérjék/szakaszok nem rendelkeznek időátlagban állandó harmadlagos szerkezettel,

hanem több konformáció közötti gyors, folyamatos átalakulásban vannak. Nagyfokú

flexibilitásuknak köszönhetően számos funkciót képesek ellátni: molekuláris felismerésben

vesznek részt, különböző régiók között flexibilis kapcsolatot biztośıtanak vagy lineáris

mot́ıvumok seǵıtségével iránýıtják a poszt-transzlációs módośıtásokat, stb. Ezeket a

régiókat korábban kevert halmazokon vizsgálták, melyekben a transzmembrán fehérjék

száma alacsony volt más t́ıpusú fehérjékhez képest. A transzmembrán fehérjéken belüli

jellemzőikről és ott betöltött funkciójukról azonban kevés információ áll rendelkezésre.



A különböző új generációs szekvenálások eredményeképpen nemcsak az emberi genom pon-

tos nukleotid szekvenciáját határozták meg, hanem az emberi populációban természetesen

előforduló, illetve a különböző megbetegedések során megjelenő öröklődő szekvencia

variációkat is. Ezen nukleotid szekvencia variációk egy része a nukleotidok által kódolt

aminosavak között is változást okozhat, amelyek az általuk kódolt fehérjék fenot́ıpusát be-

folyásolhatják. Ezeknek a variációknak a fehérjeszerkezeten való vizsgálata seǵıt feltárni

a fehérjék funkcionálisan fontos régióit. Ezeknek a sérülékeny szerkezeti elemeknek a felis-

merése seǵıtséget jelenthet a pontosabb becslőeljárások kidolgozásában, amelyek a személyre

szabott orvoslás fontos támpontjai lehetnek.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Biological background

1.1.1 Overview of protein structure

Proteins are linear heteropolymers built from 20 different standard amino acids and they

can be described at sequential, structural and functional level. A close relationship between

these three levels can be assumed based on the following observations: I) similar amino acid

sequences in different organisms code proteins with similar structures ensuring similar func-

tions and II) mutations altering the amino acid sequence often result in structural changes

leading to the alteration of function. The structure of a protein can be defined at different

levels, connecting the sequence and function based description.

The primary structure, in other words the amino acid sequence is the description of covalent

peptide bonds connecting the constituent residues. Thanks to Next Generation Sequencing

(NGS) large quantities of DNA have been sequenced. According to the central dogma - that

is the order of nucleotides in DNA is transcribed into RNA and is translated into the sequence

of amino acids -, the various genome projects resulted in significant raise in the number of

known protein sequences. The secondary structure describes the local spatial conformation

of backbone atoms in the polypeptide chain, which can be characterized by three torsion

angles around the bonds between the amid nitrogen and the α-carbon (ϕ), the α-carbon and

the carbonyl carbon (ψ), and the carbonyl carbon and the amid nitrogen atom of the next

residue (ω). Since the last covalent bond is rather rigid and does not allow free rotation, only

the first two dihedral angles are considered. The most common secondary structure elements

are the α-helix, β conformation and β turn, all having characteristic dihedral angle values.

Tertiary structure defines the overall structure, including the position of both backbone and

side-chain atoms. Tertiary structure also reveals parts that are divided in the sequence but

have spatial proximity due to long range interactions. Distinct polypeptides often assemble

into a greater protein complex. Quaternary structure describes the spatial arrangement of

subunits, which often gives hints of the function of the complex.

There are additional tools and concepts of structural characterization besides the classical

hierarchic levels introduced above. Structural protein motifs are recognizable patterns of
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different connecting secondary structure elements (e.g. α-α is two α-helices connected by a

loop). Motifs alone are often indicative but not definitive of function. In contrast, protein

domains are individually stable protein units and can fold independently from other parts

of the protein, forming largely autonomous functional units. Although the above described

representations may give the impression that a folded protein’s structure is rigid and per-

fectly stable, in reality dynamic motions and changes occur quite often. At the extreme end

of the scale, some protein regions termed intrinsically disordered, do not have a well-defined

tertiary structure and are constantly changing from one conformation to another – see 1.1.6.

The structural elements of proteins described so far are held together by strong and weak

interactions. A strong interaction (peptide bonds between adjacent residues and disulphide

bridges between cysteines) requests orders of magnitude larger energy to disrupt than a

weak interaction; yet weak interactions typically have a greater overall contribution to the

stability of the tertiary structure of a protein, simply because they vastly exceed the number

of covalent bonds. There are several weak interactions helping the folding of proteins. The

strongest effect influencing tertiary structure is brought about by hydrophobic interactions,

which can be achieved by the clustering of hydrophobic amino acids. Hydrogen bonds are

formed when an electronegative atom and a hydrogen are covalently bonded and the electro-

static field of another electronegative atom pulls the bonded hydrogen to proximity. Ionic

interactions are formed between charged atoms and can have stabilizing or destabilizing ef-

fects. Van der Waals interactions are formed when a transient dipole is established between

tightly packed atoms [1].

The native structure of a protein is achieved by folding brought about by the delicate balance

of the above forces. From a thermodynamics point of view, the most stable, native confor-

mation of a protein is marked by the minimum of the Gibbs free energy. The Gibbs free

energy difference between the native and the unfolded state (assuming a simple two-state

folding model) can be formalized by:

−RTlnKeq = ∆G = ∆Hp + ∆Hs + ∆Hp−s − (T∆Sp + T∆Ss + T∆Sp−s)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, Keq is the equilibrium constant between

the unfolded and folded state, G is the Gibbs-free energy of the protein, H is the enthalpy

and S is the entropy. The s and p indexes mark the solvent and the protein, respectively.

10
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The above detailed interactions defining the tertiary structure of the protein are included in

this equation (e.g. the hydrophobic effect is mostly described by T∆Ss term).

Thermodynamically, the folding can be represented as an energy funnel: if the protein

is unfolded, the entropy and the free energy can be considered high. During folding the

polypeptide chain achieves a lower energy and its conformation entropy is decreased as well.

It is not well understood in what hierarchy the protein reaches its final structure, however

most likely for the majority of proteins the secondary structure segments form first and long

term interactions are established later. Finally, the protein achieves it’s native state unless

it is trapped in a local minimum and misfolds (Figure 1) [2].

Figure 1: Energy funnel representation of protein folding. Left: a smooth funnel representing multiple folding paths, without
intermediate states. Right: a more typical funnel with several intermediate states. Red: unfolded protein; yellow: intermediate
states; green: native folded protein; blue: misfolded protein)

1.1.2 Structure of transmembrane proteins

The polypeptide chain of a transmembrane or integral membrane protein (TMP or IMP,

respectively) crosses the lipid bilayer one or more times. The parts embedded in the mem-

brane prefer certain structures. The bilayer is unfavorable for (partially) charged functional

groups, since the hydrogen donor and acceptor atoms cannot form bonds with the lipid.

In α-helices, hydrogen bonds are formed between the carbonyl oxygen and amid hydrogen

of the 1st-4th positions, while parallel or antiparallel running β-strands can form hydrogen

bonds with the adjacent strand. α-helices can span the membrane on their own – as they

do in the case of many TMPs -, or can be packed together and cross the membrane as a

bundle perpendicular to the membrane, while β-strands form a barrel. α-helical TMPs are

11
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Figure 2: The human aquaporin-2 protein. A) Topology representation of a single chain. B) Ribbon representation of the
tetrameric structure (PDB ID: 4nef). Red: inside (cytoplasm), blue: outside (extracellular), yellow: transmembrane segments,
orange: re-entrant regions; grey: lipid bilayer.

widespread in all organisms, in opposite to β-barrel TMPs only occurring in the outer bac-

terial membrane and in the eukaryotic mitochondrial inner membrane. Since their ratio is

under 2% even in bacterial genomes, in my work I focused on α-helical TMPs, and in accord,

β-barrel TMPs are not discussed further.

The minimal length of a transmembrane (TM) α-helix is constrained by the thickness of the

lipid bilayer. As the non-polar fatty acid chains are 15Å long, the 30Å thick bilayer can be

crossed by 20-25 amino acids arranged in α-helical form.

As more TMP structures were discovered, additional structural elements beside simple

membrane-spanning helices were revealed. The chain crossing the membrane can be ei-

ther shorter (if it is surrounded with protein chains and it does not interact with the lipid

at all), longer (if the α-helix is not perpendicular, but tilted) or can have a turn within the

membrane, thus exit on the same side where it entered [3]. Some α-helices are parallel to the

membrane plane, interacting with both lipid head groups and solvent molecules. α-helical

structures are often disrupted by prolines generating a kink in the helix, since a carbonyl

oxygen remains unbounded. In TM helices, they can have a functional role by introducing a

partial charge, which is energetically unfavorable, although functionally may be important.

In addition to the classical levels of protein structure description, we can describe the struc-

ture of a membrane protein at further levels. Topography defines the exact number and

sequential location of TM helices. The next level is topology, where the orientation of the

connecting loops relative to the membrane (inside or outside) is also given (Figure 2). The

type of the membrane defines the sidedness, based on the subcellular localization (Figrue 3)

[4,5].

12
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Figure 3: Side definition in different eukaryotic membrane types. The image assists the determination of interior and exterior
parts considering different membranes.

Signal peptides, which amino acid composition is similar to that of TM helices and therefore

are often mistaken by prediction methods, are short peptides in the N-terminal of the pro-

tein, helping to target proteins to the secretory pathway. This element defines the subcellular

localization of the N-terminal, which can be used as a starting point for structural analysis.

These regions can be cleaved off or remain attached to the sequence. Signal peptides have

three characteristic regions: a charged n-region (with positively charged amino acids to help

extracellular targeting of the C-terminal of the signal peptide), a hydrophobic h-region, and

a consensus cleavage site, referred to as the c-region.

The folding of an α-helical TMP depends heavily on the insertion into the membrane,

since the lipid bilayer decreases the number of possible intra-chain interactions. During co-

translational translocation, the ribosome is responsible for the translation of mRNA. When

the signal sequence or the first hydrophobic segment becomes recognizable, the signal recog-

nition particle (SRP) binds to the sequence and the whole complex (ribosome-polypeptide
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chain-SRP) binds to the membrane. Then the ribosome translates the rest of the protein,

highly hydrophobic segments are inserted into the membrane by the translocon [6]. The neg-

atively charged glutamate in the cytosolic segment of the translocon, the negatively charged

phospholipids on the cytosolic side, and the electrochemical membrane potential facilitate

the orientation of the TMP: according to the positive inside rule, positively charged amino

acids are more frequent on the cytosolic side close to the membrane. The folding occurs only

after the polypeptide is inserted into the lipid bilayer [7,8].

1.1.3 Functions of transmembrane proteins

TMPs play important roles in living cells, both in unicellular and multicellular organisms.

Although plethora of functions is associated with them, the most important ones are mate-

rial and information transport and energy production, introduced through examples in the

following paragraphs.

Every cell needs a wide range of materials to facilitate its functions. In eukaryotic cells, dif-

ferent compartments have different concentration of solutes. Small and nonpolar molecules

can diffuse through the lipid bilayer (in the direction of the electrochemical gradient), how-

ever, ions and larger molecules need assistance for their movement. Passive transporters and

ion channels increase the speed of movement across the membrane. In contrast, active trans-

porters work against the electrochemical gradient, using the energy of ATP hydrolysis or the

electrochemical gradient of a co-transported ion, lowering the Gibbs-free energy required by

molecules to get through the membrane. The Na+/K+ ATPase helps to sustain the mem-

brane potential in cells, by maintaining low Na+ and high K+ concentrations inside the cell.

For every three Na+ ion transported out, two K+ ions move in. The transport is driven by

the energy of ATP hydrolysis and the phosphorylation-dephosphorylation of Asp369 in the

α subunit, which leads to a conformational change in the protein [9]. These gates are highly

specific, allowing only certain molecules through the membrane. Aquaporins are channels for

water so it can flow across the plasma membrane. The protein is highly specific for water: a

conserved Arg restricts the passage of any protons, while its diameter (1.8 Å) is too narrow

for larger molecules. The Asn-Pro-Ala motifs in the re-entrant helices form hydrogen bonds

with the water, restricting proton hopping in the water stream [10,11].
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Cells require a high amount of energy to sustain their dynamic steady state, primarily pro-

vided by the hydrolysis of ATP. At any given time, an adult body has 35 g ATP present,

however, from half to several times of the body mass of ATP is broken down to ADP every

day [12]. There are many types of proteins assisting in ATP production. The FOF1 ATPase

complex consists of two proteins: FO is an IMP, while F1 extends to the cytosol, both of

them having multiple subunits. When FO rotates consuming ATP, it provides a channel

through the membrane where protons are pumped. However, when proton movement is

along the electrochemical gradient (that is from the mitochondrial matrix to the cytosol),

ATP is synthesized [13].

Information in cells are spread by signal transduction. These signals are detected by re-

ceptors and processed by the cells provoking an appropriate response. Several types of

proteins participate in signal transduction: nuclear receptors influence the rate of transcrip-

tion and translation when binding specific ligands. Another class of signal transducers is

gated ion-channels, opening and closing the way for molecules in response to changes in

the environment. G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are highly abundant in mammals,

since proteins in vision, taste and olfaction are all belong to this protein family. The human

genome encodes around 800 GPCRs, all with seven TM helices. The β-adrenergic recep-

tor family plays role in acute stress response. After an extracellular signal, the G protein

dissociates from the activated GPCR and stimulates the adenylyl cyclase, increasing the con-

centration of cAMP. At the end of the pathway a cAMP dependent protein kinase changes

the structural properties of epinephrine binding proteins by phosphorylating them [14].

All of these examples indicate that the functions of TMPs in living cells are widespread.

Around 55% of the drugs currently approved by to the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) target TMPs [15]. To develop new and effective drugs, it is important to understand

their function that is only possible if their structure is revealed.

1.1.4 Experimental methods for structure determination of transmembrane

proteins

There are several methods for structure determination of a TMP. Primary methods can cap-

ture proteins in high resolution, giving information about (almost) every atom’s coordinate.
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X-ray crystallography is based on the collective amplification of X-ray beams, as they are

scattered on the electrons of proteins in the crystal. The diffraction pattern can be used to

determine the distribution of electrons. This results in an electron density map, from which

the original 3D structure of the molecules occupying lattice points in the crystal can be re-

stored. The main bottleneck of X-ray crystallography in protein science is that good quality

protein crystals are hard to obtain: in case of TMPs, the membrane has to be removed

by a detergent, which may have an effect on the native structure. Despite the challenging

experimental procedure, X-ray crystallography has provided the most TMP structures so

far.

Nucleic Magnetic Resonance (NMR) exploits the fact that if the number of protons and/or

neutrons in an atom is odd, the energy relaxation of the nucleic spins can be measured after

electromagnetic radiation. The protein solution is placed into a magnetic field and its atoms

are irradiated by a radio wave. Since the spin of a single atom is typically coupled to the spins

of other atoms in its proximity, the local conformation can be determined through distance

constraints. NMR has the advantage of capturing the dynamic state of a protein, however

the amino acid sequence of TMPs are generally longer than that of globular proteins and the

number of obtained distance constraints increase rapidly with increasing protein size, NMR

is poorly suited for the study of large proteins.

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) uses rapid freezing to preserve the protein’s native state.

To reconstruct the 3D model, the 2D projections of the frozen sample are used. In recent

years, this method had a great success for the determination of the structures of TMPs, be-

cause it captures TMPs in their close-to-native environment with the lipid phase. Although,

cryo-EM has the worst resolution among other all atom structure determination methods

(≥3.5Å), computational approaches introduced recently can lower this resolution [16].

The common property of these methods is that they can provide coordinates for (nearly)

all atoms in the structure, but the (precise) location of the membrane, and therefore the

sidedness is missing from structure, and has to be reconstructed by other ways (see 3.1.2).

Regardless of the detection method, several additional problems have to be faced: TMPs are

generally expressed at low levels and their overexpression can be toxic. In addition, they are

often insoluble due to the hydrophobic membrane spanning segments [17,18].
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Besides traditional structure determination methods, several experiments (indirectly) serve

structural (topology) information about a TMP. Such an experiment can be the fusion of

a reporter enzyme to the protein and the measurement of the enzyme activity after ex-

pression. Certain enzymes are only active in appropriate environments, e.g. alkaline phos-

phatase is only active in the periplasm [19], and β-galactosidase in the cytoplasm [20].

Post-translational modifications (PTM) can also give topology information: e.g N-linked

glycosylation can only occur on the extracellular side, at least 10 amino acids away in the se-

quence from the TM segment. Inserting or deleting the glycosylation motif and investigating

the molecule mass can determine the localization of the motif [21]. Chemical modification

means the covalent attachment of molecules to a residue, often to cysteine, as several reagents

can modify it. Using site-directed mutagenesis to introduce cysteines to a protein, then at-

taching membrane im(permeable) reagents to the modified residues can give a clue about

their subcellular localizations [22,23]. Proteases can be used to cleave the extra-cytosolic

segments of a TMP. The membrane bound fragments can be detected using immunoblot,

and the size of the fragments indicate the localization of the cleavage [24]. Immunolocaliza-

tion of the outer or inner segment can also help to establish topology, either by generating

monoclonal antibodies against certain part of TMPs [25] or by inserting epitopes into them

[26]. Global topology determination techniques [27,28] or high-throughput methods [29] are

used as well to increase the quantity of topology information of the above presented methods.

It is important to keep in mind that some of the techniques described above may alter the

structure and the topology – verifying the original function is therefore required to validate

the native topology.

1.1.5 Structural space of transmembrane proteins

Previous studies estimated that around 20-30% of the proteins encoded in various genomes

are TMPs [30]. PDB is a database of protein structures (and to a lesser extent RNA/DNA)

(see 3.1.1), however only 2% of the deposited protein structures are TMPs, and counting

only the unique TMPs, only 100 structures have been determined so far1 [31,32]. The

1For this calculation clusters were generated in a similar manner as for TMFoldRec [39,40]. Briefly,
structures were first filtered by I) topology II) CD-HIT [41](to 40% identity), then the remaining structures
were aligned using TMAlign [42]. Structures with TMScore above 0.6 were considered as homologs.
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Figure 4: Growth of PDB structures (blue: all proteins; red: transmembrane proteins; green: unique transmembrane proteins).
The data was extrapolated until 2020 (dotted curves) based on known structures.

reason of this underrepresentation of TMPs is the rather challenging experimental conditions

that the structure determination of these proteins requires. The number of possible native

structures (folds) for globular proteins is around 10,000 [33–35]. In TM proteins α-helices

are (nearly) perpendicular to the membrane and they are (usually) packed tightly, lowering

the possible number of conformations compared to globular ones [36]. However, this is only
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true for proteins having the same length: since the polypeptide chain of TMPs is longer, the

number of possible conformations increases exponentially with the sequence length. Another

assumption to be considered is the distribution of TMPs as a function of the number of TM

helices: the number of TMPs with 1, 7 and 12 TM helices is much higher than for other

helix counts. A previous study estimated, that 90% of TM proteins can be classified into 500

different folds (considering only their TM regions) [37]. Assuming that around 150 unique

structures have been determined, 70% of the TM structure space is unknown. Even if the

growth of solved membrane protein structures is exponential [38], the rise of the curve would

still be rather slowly increasing considering only unique TMP structures (Figure 4). Since

this trend does not seem to change, the number of solved unique TMP structures will barely

reach 200 until 2020. Thus, computational efforts are needed to understand structure of

TMPs, which is in turn a prerequisite for understanding their functions.

1.1.6 Disordered regions

The structure-function paradigm (
”
If you want to understand function, study structure”)

was the basis of all biochemical studies for almost 50 years. Several individual examples in-

compatible with the paradigm led to the discovery of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDP)

and proteins containing intrinsically disordered regions (IDR) [43]. Due to NGS, the num-

ber of genome sequences increased dramatically, highlighted the fact that these regions are

quite widespread in various genomes. The importance of intrinsic disorder is clear from the

distinct functionality of proteins with highly flexible regions. The difference between IDPs

and ordered proteins is also manifested in the amino acid sequence: in the absence of an

adequate number of hydrophobic residues, the hydrophobic effect (see 1.1.1.) is insufficient

for the folding of these protein regions. Furthermore, IDPs are also enriched in polar and

charged residues promoting interactions with water and destabilizing the structure [44-45].

The resulting highly flexible coil-like structure is compatible with various functions. Disor-

dered regions are preferred sites for post-translational modifications (PTMs), e.g. phospho-

rylations [46], and PTMs often induce a conformational change helping molecular recognition

[47]. IDRs can also act as linkers, connecting domains with flexible regions, helping binding

regions to interact with each other [48]. A detailed functional classification of disordered
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proteins was established by Tompa [49]. Several other aspects can be considered when clas-

sifying disordered proteins, including structural, sequential and biophysical features, as well

as their interactions and regulation properties [45].

The membrane spanning parts of TMPs are highly ordered due to the low dielectric constant

in the lipid bilayer. However, the connecting loops and the terminal regions are in aqueous

environment and can contain IDRs. These regions may have functions similar to those in

globular proteins and may contribute to the dynamic changes and movements required to

maintain the function of TM proteins. An early study estimated that around 70% of the

TMPs involved in signaling contain long disordered regions [50]. While this is clearly an ex-

treme case, considering all TM proteins IDRs probably have a lower overall rate [51], protein

disorder may play an important role in TM proteins. For example, DsbA and DsbB form an

enzyme complex stabilized by a disulphide bridge between DsbA Cys30 and DsbB Cys104.

However, when they do not bind, the cysteine helping the connection in DsbB is bound

within the protein. The necessary movement of the cysteines is aided by a short disordered

region [52].

Analyzing disorder regions became one of the most emphasized topics of structural bioinfor-

matics in the last decade. However, the properties of these segments were mostly considered

in combined sets biased to non-TMPs (simply because their proportion is low in structure

databases). Structural constraints provided by the lipid bilayer influence the features of

disordered regions, and they should not be considered together with non-TMPs.

The PDB database [53] is a common source of identifying disordered regions: X-ray crystal-

lography and NMR are both capable of this task, however in different ways. Using X-ray, a

complementary point of view is required, since the method is fundamentally unable to detect

disordered regions. During crystallization, the protein is fixed in a rigid state. If there are

missing regions in the electron density map, and thus the atomic coordinates are missing

from the PDB database, it can be assumed that the protein region could not be stabilized

and therefore it is disordered. In case of NMR, the final structure consists of several models.

If the positions of the same amino acid’s atoms and/or the torsion angles in various models

are highly different, the examined region is most likely disordered [54]. Another way to

determine disordered regions based on NMR data is to utilize chemical shifts, stored in the
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BMRB database [55]. Chemical shifts can be used to calculate the population of segments: if

the peptide is neither in α-helical or β-strand form in a certain fraction of the time (usually

50%) it is most likely disordered [56]. There are other low resolution methods, that can

indicate disorder (e.g. circular dichroism spectroscopy [57], size exclusion/gel filtration chro-

matography [58] etc.), however these experiments can only give binary information about

the analyzed segment and cannot define exact region boundaries.

Although X-ray crystallography and NMR are the primary sources of disorder, analysis of

the human proteome revealed that only 40% of all residues are included in SCOP [59] do-

mains and only 1-2% of them are disordered [45]. Since TMPs are also underrepresented in

structural databases, investigation of disordered regions in TMPs based on high resolution

structure determination methods may be biased and therefore they are representative for

only a small fraction of proteins.

1.1.7 Mutations affecting the structure and function of proteins

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) carries the genetic material of living organisms and viruses.

RNA and protein sequences are transcribed and translated based on the DNA, respectively,

as defined by the central dogma. Alteration of the DNA can occur in various ways:

insertion, deletion, substitution (or rearrangement of the chromosome). These mutations

may influence the protein sequence too, therefore they can have an effect on protein

structure and function.

NGS resulted the determination of the sequence of nucleotide base pairs that make up the

DNA. This information can be propagated to several other tasks, e.g. the determination

of different single nucleotide variations (SNVs) of various positions among individuals.

Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) may leave the amino acid sequence unaltered if

they will occur in non-coding regions (although they can still have regulatory effects) or if

they will occur in coding regions, but due to the redundancy of the codon table they do not

change the amino acid sequence (synonymous mutations). SNVs occurring in coding regions

are non-synonymous if they introduce a premature stop codon (nonsense mutations) or if

they change the amino acid sequence (missense mutations). These latter variations can be

harmless (the alteration does not affect the protein structure/function) or disease causing.
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Recent advances in biotechnology helps the identification of disease causing mutations

(DCMs) and polymorphisms (PMs), giving a base for computational biology methods that

can identify regions enriched in somatic point mutations [60], and in-frame insertions and

deletions [61] based on pure statistical approaches. These tools have a great contribution

to the discovery of gene regions having key functional roles, and to the recognition of these

genes’ association with cancer, even when no structural annotation is available.

There are also several well-documented cases of harmful mutations. These studies in-

vestigated individual proteins, and how their variations affect the folding, ranging from

degradation through improper trafficking to toxic conformations [62]. In the following, a

few spectacular example has been listed from the thousands ones.

A very early such example is cystic fibrosis, a serious illness, causing severe symptoms,

including digestive and respiratory problems. Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance

regulator (CFTR) is a TMP belonging to the ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) transporter

family with 2 TM and 2 nucleotide binding domains (NBD) covalently linked; however its’

function differs from other ABC transporters and is working as a Cl- channel. Mutations in

CFTR commonly occur in the NBD [63] indicating its’ functional importance, which was

confirmed by several studies [64,65]. The most known mutation is the deletion of F508,

resulting in low efficiency trafficking to the cell surface and therefore loss of function [66].

Mutations in ABCC6 are responsible for pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE), a progressive

disorder causing the accumulation of deposits of calcium. It was shown that DCMs

associated with PXE tend to cluster in domain-domain interface of the complex, where they

can disrupt the proper interactions within the protein causing functional problems of the

protein [67]. The chromatin-associated protein ATRX has chromatin remodeling activity.

Several diseases were associated with it, most of them affecting the buried residues or the

surface where interactions with other proteins are influenced [68].

The multidrug resistance protein 1 (MRP1) mediates drug and anion transport. It was

shown that different mutation combinations of Arg1138, Lys1141, and Arg1142 near to the

membrane on the cytosolic side decreased the organic anion transport, substrate binding,

and resulted in impaired membrane routing [69].

Thyrotrophin receptor is a member of the G-protein coupled receptor family and stimulates
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thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine production. Mutation of Val509 in the third TM helix

was shown to disrupt the van der Waals packing between the third and fifth TM helix [70].

Similarly, the V232D mutation in the middle of the fourth TM segment of CFTR introduces

a nonnative hydrogen bond with Q207 of the third TM segment, perturbing the dynamics

of the wild type protein [71].

It is also important to emphasize, that DCMs and PMs are not always distinct events:

mutation of Val520 in CFTR was described as an autosomal dominant disease related to

classic cystic fibrosis, resulting in proper trafficking but impaired function. In a recent study

it was shown that individuals may be resilient to this mutation- along with several other

DCMs [72], drawing attention to a bias affecting studies related to DCMs.

These examples highlight the structural importance of certain regions. Analyzing variations

in the context of structure, functionally remarkable segments can be recognized and DCMs

can be identified more accurately. This approach can be useful for personalized medicine,

a rapidly growing branch based on the concept that the genetic content of individuals can

be used to offer a more precise treatment. The early recognition of harmful changes not

only helps a more personalized medication but also increases the chance of delivery prior to

appearance of lethal phenotypic changes.

As the number of solved protein structures grows exponentially, DCMs and PMs can be

examined at a large scale. Early studies considering the relationship between structure

and mutations analyzed a few proteins only [73], as systematic examination was not

possible due to the lack of known variations and structures. By associating a large amount

of structural and genetic information, the impact of mutations on the structure can be

analyzed, which can serve with a better understanding and identification of functionally

important regions as well as paving the way for better diagnosis of rare genetic diseases.

As shown in previous chapters, the structural space of proteins is not proportionate, and

TMPs are underrepresented in structural databases [31]. However, the most recent topology

prediction methods [74,75] achieve high accuracies and their results are reliable enough to

include them in structural studies.
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1.2 Computational background: machine learning

The definition of machine learning was rephrased several times, usually based on the cur-

rent state of the field. According to an early and very clear definition by Athur Samuel
”
it

gives computers the ability to learn a problem without being explicitly programmed for it”.

A more formal definition was given by Tom M. Mitchel stating that
”
a computer program

is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance

measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”.

Although, the first algorithms appeared more than 50 years ago, machine learning is one of

the most rapidly developing fields of artificial intelligence, due to the high extent of raw data

collected from various sources that needs to be processed. Biology is not an exception; NGS

provides a manually unmanageable amount of data, leaving the processing task to machine

learning algorithms.

Machine learning algorithms can be categorized by the desired output, separating classifi-

cation, clustering, regression and association mining tasks. Classification is a problem of

identifying previously unseen data after learning from a set of labeled examples. Although

the borderlines of different machine learning tasks are not always clear, problems drawn up

in this thesis can be solved by classification algorithms.

Another consideration is the learning method. Supervised learning is the training on labeled

data, where - after training - the classifier can separate data based on training instances.

The bottleneck of supervised learning is the dependence on the training set. Whenever a new

instance is discovered, these methods are supposed to be retrained to achieve the highest

accuracy. In case of unsupervised learning, no labeled samples are provided and the goal is

to find some kind of structure in the data, usually by density estimation.

Machine learning is often criticized that it cannot reveal physical-chemical properties and

context, it is just a black box producing the desired output. Yet, in the lack of deeper knowl-

edge, it offers an acceptable solution for too complex problems. In the following sections

three of the most widely spread methods (at least in bioinformatics) will be discussed.
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of SVMs: the two classes to be classified are marked with blue and red, and their features
that can be used to distinguish them are x and y. If the data is not (linearly) separable in the input space (left), projection
into a higher dimension feature space (right) will be computed, where the instances can be divided.

1.2.1 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [76] is a binary linear classifier (although multiclass [77,78]

and probabilistic classification [79] versions are available too), separating instances into two

groups based on features. A SVM aims to find the maximal marginal hyperplane that

separates the two groups, so that the resulting hyperplane has equal distances from the two

nearest data point, one from each group. After the learning process, the space is divided and

any new instance can be classified based on its features. Since the data is not always easily

separable, a nonlinear transformation is often applied (kernel), which maps the instances

into a higher dimension (Figure 5). The main advantages of SVMs are its robustness (due

to the maximal margin separation) and the use of convex optimization (searching for global

minimum).

1.2.2 Artificial Neural Network

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a machine learning approach that tries to mimic the

simplified neural structure of the brain [80–82]. The main element of an ANN is the neuron,

having two types of parameters: weight and bias. Neurons receive signals (in the first input

layer these are the features), weight them and emit new signals based on a relationship

between weighted inputs and the bias. The output signals are processed in a new layer of

neurons (where they are handled as inputs) until reaching the final layer, where the error is
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of ANNs: the input layer takes features of an instance and calculates an output signal based
on weights (w) and bias (b). During training, after a signal reaches the final layer an error signal (δ) is back-propagated to
adjust the neurons’ weights and bias.

calculated based on the difference of the label and the final output signal. This error then

can be back-propagated (e.g. with gradient descent) to adjust the weights and bias through

the network. This iteration continues until convergence (when local minimum is found).

All training instances are processed in a similar manner, and the determined weights and

thresholds can be used to classify previously unlabeled data (Figure 6). Artificial neural

networks comprise the fastest growing branch of machine learning, capable of solving very

complex problems thanks to the customizable connection of neurons. It was also shown, that

a finite neural network can simulate a universal Turing machine [83] (which means a neural

network can solve potentially any problem).

1.2.3 Hidden Markov Model

A Markov chain is a stochastic process, where each state depends only on the previous one

(assuming first order Markov chains). In other words, this means a discrete chain of events,

where the last event alone can be used to predict the next one. Hidden Markov Model

(HMM) is a model where the states (or events) are hidden (unobserved); however there is

a visible observation stochastically depending from the hidden states, hence can be used to
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Figure 7: Architecture of a Hidden Markov Model defined by A, B, π matrices, describing transition, observation and initial
probabilities, respectively. The probability of any state at any time can be calculated from the probability of observed chain of
events.

calculate the most probably sequence of hidden states [84–89]. HMMs can be summarized

by initial, state transition and observation matrices, where the matrices’ elements give the

probability of transition from one state to another (Figure 7). Assuming a sequence of

observations, one can calculate all possible paths using the matrices and accept the one with

the most likely hidden transition probabilities (Viterbi algorithm) or the most likely set of

emission probabilities given only the observed states (Baum-Welch algorithm). HMMs can

be considered as special cases of neural networks and Bayesian networks [90].

Given the observation and the model, the three main problems of HMM are: I) evaluation:

how to calculate the probability of the observation generated by the model II) decoding: how

to determine the optimal state chain III) learning: which model explains the observation

best.

In bioinformatics, the main advantage of HMMs is the application of grammar rules in

the prediction. In terms of TMP topology prediction, the hidden state is the subcellular

localization of the amino acids, while the observations are the amino acids themselves. By

setting the transition probability of inside-to-outside to 0, we can prevent that two adjacent

amino acid
”
appear” at the extra-cytosolic and the cytosolic side. Using similar logic the
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length of the membrane region (and other properties) can be constrained too.

There are other machine learning algorithms, however the three presented here can

be used as a starting point to construct more complicated methods. For secondary structure

prediction it is a common method to combine several individual classifiers (e.g. since SVMs

can only make binary classifications, to predict three classes, at least two SVMs need to

be connected) [91]. State of the art artificial intelligence uses deep learning [92], a rapidly

growing collection of ANN based methods, using multiple hidden layers, corresponding to

different levels of representation of the data. The main advantage of deep learning is the

cascade of layers that can be utilized for feature extraction, reducing the need for human

resource for the most time-consuming task of machine learning.

1.3 Combining biological and computational approaches for struc-

ture prediction

Computational biology or bioinformatics aims to solve biological problems using mathemat-

ical, statistical models and computational simulation. Since a significant part of compu-

tational biology (and this thesis) deals with some level of protein structure prediction, the

main assumptions of TM topology and disordered region prediction will be discussed.

1.3.1 Transmembrane topology prediction

Due to the lack of solved TMP structures, the vast majority of prediction methods that deal

with TMPs predict their topology – which is a good enough starting point for laboratory

experiments [93] or for predicting their 3D structures [39]. Topology prediction means the

determination of the position of TM segments and the localization of loops between TM

segments based on the amino acid sequence of a putative TMP. Very early methods used

sliding windows with different sizes and summarized hydrophobicity indexes of amino acids

within the window [94], based on scales defining the free energy change of amino acids when

they are moved from lipid to the water. To avoid the cross-prediction with hydrophobic cores

of globular proteins, the length distribution of hydrophobic segments were also considered.
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However, this information alone is only enough to predict the position of TM segments. To

define the orientation of loops, the positive inside rule [8] had to be exploited [95]. Later

statistical approaches appeared [96], performing significantly better than previous methods.

Incorporating the information of homologous proteins [97] used the fact that the structure

is more conserved than the sequence, thus similar sequences should fold into highly similar

structures with the same topology [98]. As more topology data became available and more

structures were solved, machine learning algorithms increased the accuracy of predictions

to a new level [99]. The appearance of HMMs [100] in topology prediction resulted in

two important strides forward to an even more accurate prediction: I) (semi-)unsupervised

learning provided training set independent algorithms [101] II) applying pseudo counters to

extend posterior probability-based frequency counts in the Baum-Welch algorithm, which

enabled the user to define topology constraints for segments based on prior knowledge [102].

It is important to emphasize that a supervised learning method with the most up-to-date

training set might seem more accurate than an unsupervised approach for a short period

of time, yet these methods are usually not re-trained and their performances slowly fall as

more structures are revealed and incorporated into benchmark sets [103]. As more prediction

methods appeared, they were used to explore their reliability [104] or to aggregate their

results into a meta-predictions [105].

Signal peptides define the orientation of the N-terminal. Since the amino acid contents

of signal peptides and TM helices are very similar, a common type of mis-prediction is the

confusion of these segments. Several algorithms [106], including machine learning approaches

[107] were introduced to identify signal peptides and later topology prediction algorithms

were also enhanced to detect them [108].

Differentiation of TM and non-TM proteins is another crucial part of protein analysis. Since

the presence or absence of TM regions indicate the type of the protein, a variety of methods

are capable of distinguishing them, although this is not generally true for all approaches

[109]. Certain methods are unable of this discrimination, because the underlying algorithm

is not trained to detect TM segments, but to look for the maximum divergences of amino acid

compositions along the sequence. This means that in case of a globular protein they might

detect a slightly hydrophobic part as a TM segment. It is also important to inspect whether a
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method was benchmarked on a specific protein family: a generally good topology prediction

algorithm can be outstanding on GPCRs, but less than perfect on bitopic proteins: in this

case, filtering might be weak due to the many false negatives on single spanning TMPs.

Most of the topography and topology prediction methods developed so far have been tested

on small benchmark sets: early methods were benchmarked on the set prepared by S. Möller

[110]. Later the so-called TMHMM protein set became popular [100], containing entries

originated from the Möller’s set, a prokaryote data set, and other individually collected

proteins. Benchmark and training sets evolved with the number of revealed structures and

high-resolution data sets appeared – which usually meant the topology representation of

three dimensional structures.

1.3.2 Disorder prediction

Protein disorder is hard to observe – mainly since imaging techniques developed so far aimed

to capture ordered structures. This led to the development of a number of methods for the

large-scale bioinformatics analysis of disordered proteins. Since disorder was characterized

much later than TM proteins [43], prediction techniques appeared when machine learning was

already widespread. This resulted in most methods applying machine learning approaches

[111], and only a few purely biophysical approaches exist [112].

The main properties that commonly are exploited are the low amount of hydrophobic and

aromatic amino acids, the high amount of charged and polar amino acids, and the generally

lower complexity of the sequence. As in case of TMPs, using information on homologous pro-

teins can also improve the prediction [113], however - due to the lack of structural constraints

- IDP sequences are much less conserved restricting the usability of alignment methods. Low

complexity can be another bottleneck when searching for relatives, since several alignment

algorithms simply exclude these segments to avoid mis-predictions [114].

The main difference between machine learning based disorder predictors is the representa-

tion of features that are used as input. Predictors often differentiate N- and C-terminal,

and middle regions, as the characteristic compositions of disordered regions differs along the

sequence [115]. Various IDP prediction methods also use different window sizes [116] and use

different types of training sets [117]. The DisProt database [118] is a high-quality source of
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IDPs with curated annotations, however automatic information collection can also be used.

This latter approach usually means the gathering of complementary information: missing

residues from X-ray structures [119] or the subspace of UniProt sequences not having solved

3D structures [120] considered to largely represent disordered proteins. The different obser-

vation techniques resulted in a variety of disorder types: different sources do not necessarily

capture the same flavor of disorder [111], in contrast to TM proteins whose representation

is very clear. Physics-based methods consider similar features utilizing a sliding window

[112], calculate the averaged expected packing density for every position [121] or predict

disorder based on pairwise energy content [122]. Meta-approaches [123] combine the results

of several individual methods and are able to outperform single-methods according to CASP

experiments [124,125].
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2 Scientific aims

The function of transmembrane proteins in living cells are manifold: they range from

various transport processes through energy production to cell-cell adhesion. To understand

the way they function we need to deepen our knowledge about their structure. They

are also frequent targets for pharmaceuticals, since they are responsible for water soluble

materials can enter the cell. Despite their abundance and importance, the number of solved

transmembrane protein structures is relatively low, compared to globular ones, due to the

challenging experimental conditions.

The main purpose of my PhD is to gain a deeper understanding of the structure and

function of transmembrane proteins through their sequences. Topology prediction is a fast

and reliable approach to gain insights into transmembrane proteins’ structure, knowing only

the amino acid sequence. Another common problem is that topology prediction methods

are usually incapable of considering already known information and hence often contradict

with them. To overcome this, I aimed to develop a prediction method capable of handling

previously available experimental data. The specific aims of my work are as following:

1. Topology information about a transmembrane protein can be gathered from

various resources: structure databases contain all atom structures of transmembrane

proteins; the literature contains experiments indicating a position of a segment; several

domains are only functional in certain subcellular localizations; topology prediction methods

provide information using machine learning algorithms (see 1.2). My goal was to develop

a consensus prediction method that incorporates all the above mention information. To

popularize the method, my goal was to make it available as a web-server, where users can

predict the topology of any putative transmembrane protein sequence.

2. To familiarize the prediction method with an even wider audience, I aimed to

establish a database, where topology for all human transmembrane proteins is available.

This collection is also served as a base for analyzing the human transmembrane proteome.
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Once the topology of transmembrane proteins is predicted with high reliability, cy-

tosolic and extra-cytosolic segments can be further examined for disordered regions. These

segments are related to several functions; however, their role in transmembrane proteins

was not analyzed earlier.

3. Using the predicted topology information and X-ray crystallization data, prop-

erties of disordered regions related to transmembrane proteins and their topology can be

examined. My aim was to investigate the occurrence of disordered regions in different

subcellular localizations and to evaluate the performance of different prediction methods on

a membrane protein specific subset.

Examination of structures is the key to understand protein function. NGS resulted

in the determination of the human genome’s nucleotide sequence, moreover the observation

of naturally occurring variations, including the disease causing mutations. By investigating

those changes that result in the alteration of function, structurally important elements can

be recognized. This is applicable to both the low resolution and the all atom structure

analysis of transmembrane, disordered and globular proteins.

4. My final aim was to compare structural data and sequence variations to reveal

functionally important regions of globular and transmembrane proteins.
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3 Data and methods

3.1 Databases

3.1.1 PDB

The Protein Data Bank [53] contains the tertiary structure of macromolecules and pro-

teins determined using X-ray diffraction, NMR and electron diffraction. All structures are

annotated and cross-referenced, and can be filtered based on different aspects (taxonomy,

organism, experimental method etc.). Currently around 131,000 structures are deposited

into the database.

3.1.2 PDBTM and OPM

The Protein Data Bank of Transmembrane Proteins (PDBTM) database [31,32] is a collec-

tion of TMPs from the PDB. Since structure determination requires the removal of the lipid

bilayer, the PDB alone cannot be used to identify membrane proteins and the position of

membrane spanning segments. TMDET [126] is an algorithm to reconstruct the membrane

using a geometric approach: after an initial step filtering out viruses and short fragments,

the protein is sliced into 1 Å pieces. Next, water accessible surface area, hydrophobicity,

proportion of secondary structures and turns are used to determine the probability that a

given slice is in the membrane. PDBTM was constructed by processing PDB by TMDET.

OPM (Orientations of Proteins in Membranes) [127] is a database for TMP structures. The

data itself is similar to that stored in PDBTM, however instead of a geometric approach it

uses biophysical procedure to select TMPs and determine the position of the lipid bilayer.

3.1.3 UniProt and UniRef

The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) is a primary protein sequence database with

high-quality and detailed annotations [128], unifying the SwissProt and TrEMBL databases.

SwissProt is manually curated and contains information about function, domains, post-

translational modifications, possible variants (splicing) and other information, cross-
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referenced with a plethora of other databases. TrEMBL is an automatically annotated

extension of SwissProt, containing in-silico translated protein sequences from EMBL [129]

nucleotide sequence database, not included in SwissProt.

UniRef [130] is a non-redundant version of UniProt, containing representative sequences of

the clusters containing all UniProt entries. Clusters are based on 100%, 90% or 50% sequence

identity for the three separate sub-parts of UniRef.

3.1.4 Pfam

Domains are the building blocks of proteins and their combination provides a diverse range

of functions, therefore their identification can give a hint about protein function. The Pfam

database [131] contains clustered protein families, represented as Multiple Sequence Align-

ments (MSA) and HMMs. The alignments were built using HMMER [132], structural do-

mains were identified based on SCOP [59] and CATH [133].

3.1.5 TOPDB

The Topology Data Bank of Transmembrane Proteins (TOPDB) [4,5] is one of the most com-

plete and comprehensive collection of TMP data containing experimentally derived topology

information. TOPDB has four main sources: the UniProt, the PDB and the PDBTM

databases, and the literature through PubMed. PDBTM is used as a source of TMP struc-

tures with reconstructed lipid bilayers defining the membrane spanning segment boundaries.

Smaller polypeptide fragments having no membrane-embedded regions, yet belonging to

TMPs were collected from the PDB database, and using the original publication, their

orientation relative to the membrane was determined. All these structural and literature

topology data was aligned back to the reference UniProt sequence and CCTOP [74,75] (see

4.1) was used to predict their topology.

3.1.6 TOPDOM

TOPDOM [134] is a database of domains consistently appearing on the same side of the

membrane based on the principle that certain domains can only be functional under appro-

priate conditions (i.e. in the same environment) and their presence ensures the subcellular
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localization of the segment. TOPDOM was generated using SwissProt sequences: CCTOP

was utilized to filter and predict the topology of TM proteins and Pfam domains consistently

having the same sidedness (
”
inside” or

”
outside”) were kept.

3.1.7 Other databases

Apart from databases introduced above, the following resources were used:

PDBSelect: Representative collection of PDB structures [135].

NCBI: NCBI maintains several bioinformatics services, from nucleotide sequence databases

to PubMed, the collection of biology-medicine related literature.

OMIM: Catalog of human germline mutations [136].

GO: Computational model of biological systems [137], where gene and gene product at-

tributes can be represented as a hierarchical tree. Overrepresentation tests were made using

PANTHER version 12.0 (release 20170413) using Panther’s GO SLIM for biological processes

[138].

3.2 Algorithms

3.2.1 BLAST

The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [139] is the most commonly used algorithm

to search for homologs in a database for a query protein sequence. The algorithm looks for

segment pairs above a given length and similarity threshold. All k element segments (for

proteins k=3 amino acids) are searched for other k-element segments, giving a score which

is accepted above a threshold based on a scoring matrix. The hit list is then used for an

extended search, where the segment pairs are extended into both directions resulting in High-

score Segment Pairs (HSP). In case of more HSPs in a sequence, the Needleman-Wunsch

algorithm [140] is used to connect the segments and generate an alignment that includes

gaps too. Hits are ranked based on significance.
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3.2.2 ClustalW

ClustalW [141] is a MSA generating program used to compare and align homologous proteins.

The algorithm first makes pairwise alignments of the input proteins sequences, and then

calculates distances between pairs. Distances can be used to create a guide tree and its

branches are used to determine the order of alignments. Although the alignment of the

most similar sequences occur first, they are assigned a lower weight to avoid bias. Once an

alignment is made, it is merged into the profile to which the next sequence will be compared

according to the tree.

3.2.3 CD-HIT

CD-HIT [41] is a clustering algorithm to generate representative sets from high amounts of

sequences in a reasonable time. After creating a table containing 2-5 long words, together

with their frequencies and positions in the sequences, sequence pairs having low identity

values can be filtered, and their alignment can be avoided to spare time. Applying CD-HIT

in a repeated manner to a set of sequences, hierarchical clustering can be achieved providing

an even faster and more accurate clustering.

3.2.4 DSSP

DSSP [142] is a program that standardizes secondary structure assignments of amino acids

in PDB entries by recognizing repeating hydrogen bonds. DSSP classifies residues into 3

main and altogether 8 subcategories (α-helix; 3-helix (3/10 helix); 5 helix (π-helix); residue

in isolated β-bridge; extended strand, participates in β ladder; hydrogen bonded turn; bend;

irregular)

3.2.5 Transmembrane topology prediction methods

Algorithms in Table 1 were evaluated along with the consensus prediction method described

in 4.1. All programs were executed locally using default settings, unless indicated otherwise.

For methods incorporating BLAST, the e-value threshold was set to 10-10. The database

behind BLAST was a collection of TMPs, derived from SwissProt (2014 June) by filter-
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ing entries with
”
membrane” annotation in

”
CC -!- Subcellular localization” lines. For a

more general description of topology methods see 1.3.1. For a more detailed description of

algorithms used for consensus prediction see Appendix 7.1.

Table 1: Topology prediction methods, their functionality and short description.
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Underlying algorithm

DAS[96] - - + - - - Dense Alignment Surface alignment
method with a reversed prediction cy-
cle

HMMTOP [101,102] - - + + - + HMM (unsupervised)
Membrain [143] + - + - + + K-nearest neighbour
Memsat-SVM
[144,145]

+ + + + + + SVM

MetaTM [146] + + + + - - SVM
(SP)Octopus [147,148] + + + + + + ANN-HMM
Philius [149] + + + + + + DBN
Phobius [108] + + + + - + HMM
PRO [150] + - + + - + HMM
PRO-DIV [150] - - + + - + DHMM (unsupervised)
Scampi [151] + - + + - + HMM
Scampi-2 [152] + - + + - - HMM
SignalP [153] - + - - - + ANN
SOSUI [154,155] + + + - - - Hydrophobicity and length analysis
TMHMM [100,156] + - + + - + HMM
TMSEG [157] + + + + - - Random forest
TopCons [158] - + + + - - HMM
TopCons2 [159] + + + + - - HMM
ValPred [160] + + - - - - Fourier analysis using a sliding window

on scores based on several features
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3.2.6 Disorder prediction methods

The performance of the following methods were evaluated on a TMP specific benchmark set

(see 3.4.2). For a general description of disordered prediction methods see 1.3.2.

Anchor: Prediction of protein binding regions in disordered proteins [161,162].

Disembl: Disembl uses several alternative definitions: loops and coils defined by DSSP, hot

loops based on B factors and missing residues from X-ray structures [119].

Disopred: knowledge-based method to predict dynamically disordered regions based on

DisProt and PDB [163].

DynaMine: DynaMine is a fast predictor quantifying backbone dynamics properties on

amino acid level [164].

ESpritz: ESpritz methods are based on bidirectional recursive neural networks and are

trained on X-ray, NMR and DisProt data [117].

FoldIndex: a biophysical approach based on the average residue hydrophobicity and net

charge of the sequence [112].

GlobPlot: GlobPlot estimates the tendency within the query protein for order/globularity

and disorder [165].

IUPred: IUPred is based on the estimated pairwise energy content of proteins [122,166].

PreDisorder: PreDisorder is based on the MULTICOM-CMFR ab initio prediction

method, using 1-D Recursive Neural Networks. The ANN is based on the predicted sec-

ondary structure and the solvent accessibility [167].

RONN: A regional order neural network algorithm, comparing queries to sequences with

known folding states [168].

SPINE-D: SPINE-D is a three-state single neural-network, discriminating ordered, short

and long disordered regions [169].

VS2L: A method merging the result of short and long disordered regions’ prediction [116].

3.3 Evaluation metrics

Transmembrane topology and disorder prediction methods were evaluated using several met-

rics. It is important to emphasize that the two types of prediction require different approaches
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when it comes to evaluation. Although the same measures can be applied to both types of

predictions, in the case of disorder prediction, residue based metrics are more appropriate:

since the definition of disorder depends heavily on both the observation method and the

representation used in the prediction, it is pointless to apply a very stringent assessment. In

contrast, TMPs should be evaluated using a per protein metric since different observations

are usually in agreement about the location of TM helices. Moreover, the erroneous predic-

tion of any TM helix will affect the location of other segments and negatively affects the

whole prediction. Evaluation metrics and statistical tests used are described in Appendix

7.2.

3.4 Datasets created for benchmarking and statistical analysis

3.4.1 Transmembrane topology prediction

Four different benchmark sets were created to evaluate the performance of prediction

methods. The first set consists of human TMPs with high resolution structure information,

the second set contains human TMPs with low resolution structure information. The third

one contains globular and TM proteins as well, to test the discriminating ability of different

methods. Finally, a fourth dataset was created using more up-to-date high resolution

structure data, containing TMPs from various organisms.

The human proteome was downloaded from UniProt (UniRef 90 Human Proteome)

in March, 2013. The TOPDB database (revision 1) was split into two parts: the first

contains TMPs with determined structure; the second part contains TMPs where the

position of some segments was established by molecular biology experiments, however they

do not cover all regions. Entries with reliability values above 99% and 95% were kept,

respectively. For each sequence in the human proteome, a BLAST search was performed

against these two sets. Results were accepted if the following were all true:

• The length of the hit sequence was above 80% of the query sequence

• Sequence identity was above 40%
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• The overlapping sequences covered all TM helices in the TOPDB entry

Protein sequences with homologous TOPDB entries were filtered to 40% identity with

CD-HIT. Topology of the hit sequences was mapped back to the query sequences. This

process resulted in 136 and 338 sequences in the
”
Human high resolution topology” and

”
Human low resolution topology” datasets, respectively.

To assess the TMP/non-TMP discriminating ability of prediction methods, a third

dataset was created. The
”
Human high resolution topology” and

”
Human low resolution

topology” datasets were combined with a group of globular proteins. The globular

proteins were taken from PDBSelect: proteins in the database were filtered out if they

are included in the PDBTM database (this way only globular proteins were selected) and

were randomly selected until the ratio of TM and globular proteins reached 1:3, as early

studies suggested [170,171]. This procedure yielded 1,896 proteins in the
”
Filtering” dataset.

A final dataset was created using the updated version of TOPDB (revision 2). En-

tries with known 3D structures (i.e. if all TM helices were covered by the structure) were

collected and were filtered to 40% identity by CD-HIT, resulting in 320 sequences. The

training sets of the programs included in the consensus prediction and the
”
Human high

resolution” dataset (used to calibrate CCTOP, see 4.1) were then used as filters on the 320

sequences: any protein from the 320 with 40% or higher sequence identity compared to

training set proteins was removed. This resulted in 170 sequences in the
”
Combined high

resolution topology” dataset.

3.4.2 Dataset of transmembrane proteins with disordered regions

A dataset of TMPs containing IDRs were constructed using the TOPDB database. Proteins

with a cross-reference to PDB were selected. These entries were then filtered to 40% sequence

identity by CD-HIT. Homologous entries from PDB (X-ray crystallography only, below 3.5

Å resolution) were selected by performing BLAST searches for each sequence against the

collected PDB sequence database (with e-value cutoff of 10-10). ClustalW was used to gen-

erate pairwise alignments and hits were accepted above 60% sequence identity. Disordered
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Figure 8: Defining disordered regions based on X-ray crystallography data from PDB. TOPDB line: topology in TOPDB;
PDB line: 3D structures of homologous PDB entries (striped: missing coordinates in PDB; thin magenta lines: determined 3D
structure) ; IDR line: defined IDRs (thin: not covered in PDB; striped: IDR). Blue, yellow and red colors indicate the topology:
extra-cytosolic, membrane and cytosolic, respectively.

residues were defined as residues with missing atomic coordinates of side-chains and this

information was mapped back to the TOPDB sequence. IDRs overlapping with a TM helix

were discarded, as well as short (less than 5 amino acid) disordered regions at the N and C

termini of the protein. In case of a contradiction between disorder definitions in two PDB

entries, a stringent rule was applied, and the region was considered as ordered. Regions not

covered by any PDB entries were not included in the analysis (Figure 8).

3.4.3 Analysis of sequence variations

To investigate the effect of DCMs and PMs on the structure, several datasets were created.

The first dataset consists of structures with a single globular subunit, where the buried,

exposed and disordered residues can be examined. The second one contains multi-subunit

protein complexes (”oligomer” dataset) only. In this dataset, in addition to the above men-

tioned properties, protein-protein interfaces can be investigated.

Both datasets were created in a similar manner, the only difference is the discrimination of

single- and multisubunit structures at the first step. The structures were further filtered and

only X-ray structures below 3.5 Å were kept. Chimeric proteins were discarded. Only those

PDB entries were included, where either 90% (or more) of the side chain atoms in all amino

acids were present (not including hydrogen atoms), or none of them - to assess disordered

residues in the latter case.

Human genetic variation data (PMs and DCMs) were obtained from the UniProt database
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(version 2017 07). The human proteome was filtered to 40% identity with CD-HIT [41] and

a BLAST search was performed on the remaining sequences against the sequences in the

PDB, using a 10-10 e-value cutoff. BLAST hits above 40% identity were further processed

by a greedy algorithm to select the structures to which the most variations can be mapped.

Water accessible surface area is calculated as described by Lee and Richards [172]. By re-

moving the protein chains one by one, the water accessible surface area of certain residues

changes compared to the original complex. These residues were considered to be in the

protein-protein interface. The rest of the residues were classified as buried (max 9% of max-

imum accessible surface was present), exposed (at least 36% of maximum accessible surface

was present) [173], disordered (side chain atoms were missing in 5 contiguous amino acids),

and rest (if none these could be applied). DSSP was run on all structures and residues were

classified into four groups: helix (’H’, ’G’ and ’I’ output), extended (’B’ and ’E’), turn/bend

(’S’ and ’T’) and irregular (’-’). Only standard amino acids were considered.

For additional analysis, protein domains were defined based on Pfam-A 31.0, TMP topolo-

gies were taken from the HTP database (d1.4) and disordered regions were obtained from

DisProt (7.0).

Chi square tests (or Fisher exact tests in case of low amount of data in the contingency

tables) were performed on all data. To further eliminate the sporadic error of the data, and

to estimate the standard deviations, bootstrap analysis was performed by randomly selecting

80% of the data 100 times.

Overrepresentation test were made using PANTHER version 12.0 (release 20170413) using

Panther’s GO SLIM for biological processes [138].

For machine learning a feedforward neural network with basic settings was utilized using

Weka 3.8 [174]. Due to the nonproportional data for training and testing bootstrap aggre-

gating (BAGGING) and 10 fold crossvalidation was used. In each step, 10 downsampled set

was created and used to calibrate the ANNs. The results of individual ANNs were aggregated

and weighted based on their reliability for the final prediction.
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3.5 Other programs

All other tasks were programmed in Python or C++ language. Some statistical test were

performed using Statistica, plots were generated using MatLab R2014a and Power Point

2013.
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4 Results and discussion

4.1 The Consensus Constrained Topology Prediction Method

My goal was to create a method that can predict the topology of a putative TMP by handling

all previously established knowledge about the protein. This means the collection of different

predictions, experimental and bioinformatics evidences.

4.1.1 Description of the method

Figure 9 shows the flowchart of the method. All steps are detailed in the following chapters.

4.1.1.1 Searching for homologous proteins, domains

Query sequences are searched with BLAST against the latest version of UniProt and TOPDB.

In case of a 100% sequence identity with a UniProt entry, basic annotations are assigned to

the protein. This does not influence the topology predictions, only serves the identification

of the protein for proper cross-reference annotations.

Hits from the TOPDB database are accepted, if I) the length of the hit sequence is above

80% of the query sequence length II) the sequence identity is above 40% III) all TM helices

from the TOPDB entry are covered by the query sequence in the alignment.

All protein sequences are searched with TOPDOM search engine to locate localization specific

domains and motifs.

4.1.1.2 Signal peptide prediction

I have compared the signal peptide prediction ability of several topology prediction programs

as well as SignalP (Table 2). To assess the accuracy, I have used a combined benchmark set:

”
Human high resolution topology” and

”
Human low resolution topology” sets were merged.

Since the accuracy of the methods could not be increased by combining them, SignalP alone

was used. However, this prediction is modified if a homologous protein in TOPDB has a

signal peptide annotation that is not predicted by SignalP or vice versa, if TOPDB has no

signal peptide annotation, although it is predicted by SignalP.
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Figure 9: Flowchart of CCTOP. All steps are detailed in chapter 4.1.1.
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Predicted signal peptides are removed from the N-terminal of the sequence and all following

steps are executed on the shortened sequence. The removal of the cleavable part is a necessary

first step, to avoid false positive TM helix prediction of a signal peptide (see chapter 1.3.1)

later.

Table 2: Evaluation of various signal prediction methods. SignalP is used in CCTOP, unless a contradicting annotation is found
in TOPDB.

Philius Phobius SignalP SPOctuous
True Positive 204 196 194 168
False Positive 24 21 14 22
True Negative 234 237 244 235
False Negative 12 20 22 49
Sensitivity 0.94 0.91 0.9 0.77
Specificity 0.91 0.92 0.95 0.91
MCC 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.70

4.1.1.3 Discriminating transmembrane and non-TM proteins

Although there are no (commonly used) prediction algorithms with the only function of

discriminating TM and non-TM proteins, most topology prediction methods can be utilized

for this task too. However, it is important to evaluate whether these algorithms are really

capable of filtering TMPs, either because some of them have unique underlying algorithms

or simply because they are trained on a set of TMPs without non-TMPs. Here I assessed

the performance of several algorithms on the
”
Filtering” dataset (Table 3). The accuracy of

individual methods can be considered high, however, for large scale analysis (proteome-wide)

even one percent difference can change the classification of hundreds of proteins. Therefore,

I combined the best performing methods, evaluated their consensus results (Table 4) and

chose the combination that performed best. The consensus filtering method incorporates

the result of TMHMM, Phobius and Scampi: if at least two of these three methods predict

a TM helix in the protein, it is classified as TMP.
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Table 3: Filtering ability of different methods.
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True Positive 469 455 460 462 417 469 454 451
False Positive 51 40 24 20 28 26 40 21
True Negative 1,371 1,382 1,398 1,402 1,394 1,396 1,382 1,401
False Negative 5 19 14 12 57 5 20 23
Sensitivity 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.88 0.99 0.96 0.95
Specificity 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.99
MCC 0.93 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.88 0.96 0.92 0.94

Table 4: Filtering ability of consensus methods. Red indicates the selected combination of algorithms in CCTOP.
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+ + + 465 19 1,403 9 0.98 0.99 0.96
+ + + 459 19 1,403 15 0.97 0.99 0.95
+ + + 465 19 1,403 9 0.98 0.99 0.96

+ + + 467 21 1,401 7 0.99 0.99 0.96 CCTOP

4.1.1.4 Topology prediction

The topology prediction incorporates the result of selected bioinformatics methods, as well

as experimental evidences and domain information.

I tested the accuracy of several prediction methods (Table 5) on the
”
human high resolution

topology” set. Ten programs have been selected for the consensus prediction, based on their

performance, availability and the underlying algorithm: HMMTOP, Membrain, MEMSAT-

SVM, Octopus, Philius, Phobius, Pro, Prodiv, Scampi-MSA and TMHMM.
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Table 5: Topology prediction on the
”
Human high resolution” set. All experimental evidence were held back in this test. Sens:

Sensitivity, Spec: Specificity, MCC: Matthews Correlation Coefficient, Acctpg: Topography accuray, Acctpl: Topology accuray.
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Sens 0.88 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.9 0.97 0.91 0.99 0.90 0.94 0.91 0.99
Spec 0.93 0.97 0.94 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.92 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.84 0.99
MCC 0.9 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.92 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.88 0.99
Acctpg 55 84 76 80 83 81 79 66 82 49 89 60 76 40 93
Acctpl - 81 - 68 82 74 77 51 67 46 88 0 70 - 92

Experimental evidence from homologous proteins in TOPDB were mapped to the sequence.

TOPDB contains not only topology indicating molecular biology experiments collected from

articles through PubMed, but three dimensional structural information about TMPs (or

their fragments) from the PDB as well.

The search engine of TOPDOM was used to detect domains consistently appearing on the

same side of the membrane.

Finally, the presence of a signal peptide at the N-terminal of the sequence indicates it’s

subcellular localization (i.e. the N-terminal has to be on the extra-cytosolic side).

All these experimental and bioinformatics evidence were used in a probabilistic framework

of a hidden Markov model. The results of the ten prediction methods, along with the

collected experimental and bioinformatics information were used as a weighted constraint in

the modified version of HMMTOP.

The results of the ith method are:

Predi = l1, l2...ln 1 ≤ i ≤ m

lj ∈ {”I”, ”M”, ”O”, ”L”, ”U”} 1 ≤ j ≤ n

where m≥10 (the ten prediction methods and the experimental and bioinformatics evidence),

n is the length of the query sequence (with the cleavable part removed in the previous step)

and the ”I”, ”M”, ”O”, ”L”, ”U” labels corresponding to cytoplasmic loops, membrane
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spanning segments, non-cytoplasmic loops, membrane re-entrant loops and unknown regions,

respectively. I calculated the per protein topography (Acctpg) and topology (Acctpl) accuracies

of different methods on the
”
Human high resolution topology” benchmark set (Table 5).

These values were used as weights in the prediction. For regions embedded in the membrane

(label
”
M” and

”
L”) topography accuracy, otherwise (label

”
I” and

”
O”) topology accuracy

was used. For all other evidence (based on signal peptides, experimental data and domains)

weights were set to 20. After experimenting with different values, I found that this weight is

optimal: this way laboratory experiments have a significant power to overrule predictions,

however they do not make them negligible in case of contradiction. Prediction methods were

neglected if their results did not contain any TM segments. The weight of the jth evidence

in the ith sequential position is:

Wi,j =


Acctpg(i), ifPredi,j ∈ {”I”, ”O”} and type(j) = Pred. method

Acctpl(i), ifPredi,j ∈ {”M”, ”L”} and type(j) = Pred. method 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

20, if type(j) = Exp. result

These weights were normalized to one at each sequence position and were used as constraints

in the HMM, in a manner similar to that described by Bagos et al. [175]:

Cj,k =

m∑
i=1

Wi,j ·∆(k, Predi,j)

N∑
k=1

m∑
i=1

Wi,j ·∆(k, Predi,j)

1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ N

where N is the number of states in the hidden Markov model and

∆(a, b) =

 1, if label(Sa) = b

0, if label(Sa) 6= b
1 ≤ a ≤ N, 1 ≤ b ≤ N̂

where N̂= 4, the number of the main states (inside, outside, membrane and loop) and S

denotes the states of the hidden Markov model. If any prediction method or experimental

evidence contained re-entrant loops, a modified architecture was used in HMM (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: The modified architecture of HMMTOP. The constraints can be logically classified into four main types (cytosolic,
extra-cytosolic, membrane and re-entrant loop, red, blue, yellow and orange, respectively) and these types can be assigned to
the various states of the hidden Markov model. This unique structure ensures the length dependencies of elements (e.g. a TM
helix is at least 16 amino acid) and the adherence of grammatical rules (e.g. cytosolic and extra-cytosolic segments cannot
follow each other). States assigned to re-entrant loop prediction can be removed for a three-state prediction.

4.1.1.5 Reliability of the prediction

To determine the reliability of CCTOP, posterior probabilities along the Viterbi path were

calculated. For each hidden main state (cytoplasmic loops, membrane spanning segments,

non-cytoplasmic loops, membrane re-entrant loops) at each sequence position, the posterior

probabilities were summed and the average of these sums along the most probable state path

was calculated.

Using the notations of Rabiner’s tutorial on hidden Markov models [85], the posterior prob-
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abilities can be calculated from the forward (α) and backward (β) variables:

γt(i) =
αt(i)·βt(i)
P (O|λ)

1 ≤ t ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

where n is the sequence length, N is the number of states in the hidden Markov model, O

is the array of observation symbols (the amino acid sequence) and λ is the hidden Markov

model. The posterior probability of each main state can be calculated by summing the

posterior probabilities, having the same labels as the main state:

Γt(j) =
N∑
k=1

γt(k|label(Sk) = j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N̂

Reliability is the average of the posterior probabilities along the most probable state path

(q):

R =

n∑
t=1

Γt(label(qt))

n

4.1.2 Evalutation of the method

4.1.2.1 Signal peptide prediction

For signal peptide prediction SignalP was selected (Table 2), however it’s result is overruled

by annotations from TOPDB. Since this information is mirrored, the accuracy of CCTOP

cannot be directly benchmarked, however it should be above the best performing method

(SignalP).

4.1.2.2 Discriminating transmembrane and non-TM proteins

The consensus filtering algorithm uses the result of TMHMM, Phobius and Scampi. Accord-

ing to the benchmark (Table 3-4), this combination has the highest sensitivity and specificity

among all methods.
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4.1.2.3 Topology prediction

Topology prediction algorithms are usually benchmarked on prokaryotic or on individually

collected TMPs. On these sets they usually perform quite well, the reported accuracies of

various methods are often above 80%. Here I evaluated the performances of different meth-

ods on a very stringent benchmark sets containing only human proteins. Various methods

were benchmarked on the
”
Human high resolution topology” set to establish the weights in

CCTOP (Table 5). This step should not be considered as training and the performance of

CCTOP does not heavily depend on the precisely adjusted weights, yet since it can influence

the benchmarking, an independent set of proteins was selected using only molecular biology

experimental data (Table 6). On this
”
Human low resolution topology” set, I could also mon-

itor the performance change by adding or removing methods (Figure A1). After a point,

the addition of new methods failed to further increase the accuracy reaching saturation,

therefore CCTOP incorporates 10 methods for consensus prediction.

Table 6: Topology prediction on the
”
Human low resolution” set. * Indicates that molecular biology experimental constraints

were allowed in the prediction (however structural experimental constraints were held back). Acctpg: Topography accuray,
Acctpl: Topology accuray.
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Sens 0.92 0.88 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.9 0.83 0.94 0.88 0.96 0.96
Spec 0.92 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.97 0.96 0.97
MCC 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.83 0.92 0.92 0.96 0.96
Acctpg 66 67 70 73 72 68 67 57 64 67 82 85
Acctpl 57 0 59 63 68 64 52 44 60 60 80 84

Although CCTOP outperforms all state-of-the-art prediction methods on human specific

benchmark sets, to rule out all critique about it’s performance that may rise, another test

was made. This benchmark is expanded with proteins from all organisms and thanks to grow-

ing rate of structures determined, some new human proteins could be included too. I made

a stringent selection and included only those proteins for which three-dimensional structure

were known. Furthermore, any sequences showing similarity to any of the sequences used
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for training, the underlying methods, or CCTOP’s weight adjustment, were removed. This

resulted
”
Combined high resolution topology” (see chapter 3.4.1).

Besides underlying methods, I have also tested other consensus approaches (Table 7).

MetaTM is an early consensus approach, however it’s performance is lower than some of

the included methods. This can be explained by the superficial construction of its bench-

mark set. TOPCONS is a consensus method reported to have the highest accuracy according

to it’s own benchmark set. However, as the authors notice, the performance of TOPCONS

increased only slightly compared to the best underlying method. This was explained by a

theoretical limit that was achieved by single-methods that cannot be increased. Here I have

shown that contrary to these claims, using a more sophisticated approach, the accuracy of

predictions can be significantly increased.

The number of novel topology prediction algorithms highlights the field’s importance. Since

the publication of CCTOP, several new programs were introduced and their accuracies were

also evaluated on the
”
Combined high resolution” set. As it can be seen, their performance

lag behind that of CCTOP. The latest version of TOPCONS also incorporates structural

evidence, however, it’s performance is still behind CCTOP (the version not using struc-

tural information). Allowing CCTOP to incorporate structural information would result in

a perfect prediction, however, due to obvious bias, it is not shown in the comparison (Table

7).

Table 7: Topology prediction on the
”
Combined high resolution” set. * Indicates that molecular biology experimental constraints

were allowed in the prediction (however structural experimental constraints were held back. ** Indicates that structural
experimental constraints were allowed. *** Indicates that the prediction methods appeared after the publication of CCTOP.
Acctpg: Topography accuray, Acctpl: Topology accuray.
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Sens 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98

Spec 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.87 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98

MCC 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98

Acctpg 69 62 66 67 71 71 62 75 75 76 76 66 54 79 81 84 84

Acctpl 64 0 53 58 66 64 56 70 69 72 72 59 42 75 79 79 81
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A common critique of topology prediction methods is whether they can predict helix bound-

aries precisely. It is important to emphasize, that these boundaries cannot be determined

precisely even by experiments or from the 3D structure of the proteins. Moreover, the mem-

brane proteins are floating in the double lipid layer, i.e. they have no stable position in

the membrane. The size of the head of the various lipids are different, thus the membrane

surface is not a well-defined smooth plain, but rather a rough, coarse-grained surface. The

presence of membrane rafts complicates this problem even further. Moreover, investigation

of the known 3D structures (e.g. bound structure of human TRAAK K+ channel; PDB:

4wfh) revealed, that there are cases, when the TM segments are so tilted or bent that the

helices become parallel to the membrane planes. In addition, in many cases TM proteins

are not static but dynamic, with the motion of various TM segments being indispensable

for proper function, e.g. in the case of the various ion channels. Due to these reasons, it

is rather hard to assess helix boundary precision. However, with an indirect point of view,

it can be measured how the helix boundaries of different structures for the same protein

(based on x-ray crystallography or NMR) differ. To evaluate whether the accuracy of helix

boundaries are close to experimental observations, sequences from the OPM database were

searched against the database itself and hits above 40% sequence identity were examined,

how the helix boundaries of two homologous hits change. Prediction algorithm results were

investigated in a similar manner, and the average helix boundary differences were compared

(Table A1). According to this analysis, CCTOP can predict helix boundaries as precisely as

can be determined in experimental measurements.

The developed CCTOP method increases previously reported accuracies by exploiting two

phenomena: I) by incorporating a number of methods, the individual errors of algorithms

can be avoided; II) by automatically incorporating prior knowledge into the prediction, the

accuracy can be further increased. CCTOP is the first algorithm that automatically incor-

porates a high amount of structural, molecular biology and bioinformatics evidence into the

prediction. It is an interesting question whether the accuracy could be even further increased

by exploiting deep learning approaches. To this date only a few attempts were published,

usually predicting DSSP structure classes [176,177].
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4.1.2.4 Reliability of the prediction

Measuring the reliability of a prediction is an important issue and a unique feature of

CCTOP. Although several early attempts were made in order to calculate the reliability,

most of them were simply based on the agreement of different predictor accuracies [104,178].

It is arguable whether such correlation is the result of a good prediction or it simply reflects

the similarities and differences of training sets used to build the methods.

Figure 11: Reliability and accuracy of CCTOP on the
”
Combined high resolution topology” set. The red line shows the accuracy

on a subset with equal or higher reliability that than purple curve (reliability) indicates.

To circumvent this, in CCTOP reliability was defined as the average of posterior probabilities

of main states along the most probable state path – in other words, the predicted topology.

This value can be used to gain insight into whether a particular prediction is accurate.

To show the correlation between accuracy and reliability, the predictions were sorted into

descending reliability order, and the accuracy was calculated using thresholds defined by the

reliability value (Figure 11). As can be seen, the curves are highly similar and above 86%

reliability, the prediction accuracy is above 95%.
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4.1.3 The CCTOP webserver

The Consensus Constrained Topology Prediction (CCTOP) algorithm was written from

scratch in C++ with multithreaded system calls to integrate the parallel execution of

different prediction methods. As output, it creates well-formed XMLs, including all infor-

mation taken into account in the prediction process. The CCTOP webserver’s graphical

interface was written in C++ relying on the Wt webtoolkit and XBuilder APIs. There is a

multi-layered architecture, so when a new prediction request is made, the webserver accepts

the input sequence together with the settings and stores them in a MySQL database.

These records are monitored by a background thread, which delegates the calculation to

the High-Performance Computing Cluster’s (HPC) load-balanced queue and collects the

output through SOAP based service calls. This way the resource intensive predictions do

not interfere with the webserver’s availability and response time. The CCTOP webserver

incorporates a PHP based direct interface to provide a simple frontend to allow submitting

requests and result retrieval through scripts. As a working example, a Python script is

attached for the server to handle simple batch predictions.

The CCTOP webserver is available at http://cctop.enzim.ttk.mta.hu. The server takes

protein sequences as input and provides topology prediction visualized in several ways.

Since prediction’s time is often above 5-10 minutes, depending on sequence length and the

load of the server, email notification can be requested. Discrimination between TM and

non-TM proteins, as well as signal peptide prediction can be requested by checking the

appropriate boxes.

After calculation, a six panel window is shown. The first panel is a summary with basic

information (protein name, number of TM segments, and cross-references to popular

databases). The next panel shows the raw XML file containing all gathered information.

The 1D representation shows the sequence alone colored based on the predicted topology

(grey, black, blue, red, yellow and orange corresponds to transit peptides, signal peptides,

extra-cytosolic-, cytosolic-, TM- and re-entrant loop segments, respectively). The 2D panel
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Figure 12: Layout of the results tabs of the CCTOP web server.
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is probably the most useful one, showing the sequences represented as lines. This panel is

divided into three parts: the top shows the final topology determined by CCTOP. Below the

results of various prediction methods are shown. At the bottom the collected experimental

and bioinformatics evidence can be seen (Figure 12 top). The color representation is the

same as in the 1D panel. The 3D panel (Figure 12 bottom) shows the structure of the pro-

tein (if available) with the reconstructed membrane bilayer (see 3.1.2). The Customize panel

allows the user to (de)select any constraints or to define his/her own ones, and to recalculate

the topology.

The webserver also includes a detailed tutorial on how to use the various functions, as well as

a description about the method itself. Benchmark set constructed for CCTOP (“Combined

high resolution topology”) is available for download.

CCTOP depends on the TOPDB, PDBTM and the TOPDOM databases. Since the back-

ground databases are updated regularly, the performance of CCTOP is sustained over time.
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4.2 The Human Transmembrane Proteome database

Using CCTOP algorithm on the human proteome, I have established the Human Transmem-

brane Proteome (HTP) database, a comprehensive resources of the α-helical human TMPs,

containing topology and structure information about the human α-helical TMPs classified.

4.2.1 Statistics of the human transmembrane proteome database

As it was shown in 4.1.2.4. CCTOP is able to calculate a reliability value to its predictions,

which highly correlates with the prediction accuracy. The correlation between these two

measures was also evaluated on the
”
Human low resolution topology” benchmark set (Figure

13). Accuracy and reliability highly correlates regardless of the test set used. Moreover, by

adding the whole proteome’s reliability to the comparison, it also highly correlates with the

benchmark set’s reliability. According to the figure, around 60% of the data in the HTP

database has an accuracy of at least 98%. Moreover, this feature provides the user a tool to

assess the precision of individual predictions.

Figure 13: Reliability and accuracy of CCTOP on the
”
Human low resolution” set. The red line shows the accuracy on a subset

with equal or higher reliability than the purple line (reliability) indicates. The blue line is the reliability of the HTP database.
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It was shown that the accuracy of CCTOP is higher than that of other methods, even

without using experimental constraints (Tables 6-7). Furthermore, a significant increase of

accuracy can be achieved by incorporating evidence. HTP categorizes predictions into 5

classes: 3D, Experiment, TOPDOM, Exists, and Prediction, based on whether structural

evidence can be collected for the protein, molecular biology experiments were performed

on it, consistently appearing domains can be detected, there are evidence concerning

the existence of the protein, or the amino acid sequence was predicted from the human

genome, respectively. By collecting constraints from various sources for the prediction,

more than 50% of predictions are enhanced with some kind of structural, molecular biology

or bioinformatics evidence (Figure 14). The distribution of the number of TM helices

was compared between the
”
Human low resolution topology” set and the whole proteome.

While it was not an intended aim, the two distributions are highly similar and therefore it

is plausible to assume that the various accuracy evaluations calculated on the benchmark

set are representative for the whole proteome too (Figure 15). The most prevalent class is

the group of bitopic proteins. According to GO annotation these proteins are involved in

cell adhesion, biosynthetic and metabolic processes, moreover the most enriched diseases

are related to this class. Proteins containing 7 TMHs are also abundant in humans, this

class contains the largest protein family, the GPCR family.

Figure 14: Distribution of evidence levels in the HTP database.
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Comparing these distributions with ones calculated for other species2 (Figure A2) some

characteristic properties can be noticed: plants contain the highest ratio of bitopic TMPs

(this is very likely to be connected to cell-cell adhesion). They also have important roles in

other species, including human (as enzymes or receptors), however the depletion of 7 TM

helix proteins in plants highlight their bitopic TM protein abundance. 7 TM helix proteins

are typically frequent in humans (these are mostly GPCR proteins, responsible for several

types of perceptions). Yeasts are enriched in 12 TM helix proteins, which can be associated

with metabolic functions. Enrichment in even helix proteins is most likely a result of tandem

duplication.

Figure 15: Transmembrane helix distribution on the
”
Human low resolution” benchmark set and on the whole proteome (blue

and magenta, respectively).

2For this calculation the reference proteomes of various species were downloaded from UniProt 2016/08
and CCTOP was used to filter TM proteins and to predict their topology
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4.2.2 Comparison of HTP with other databases

The HTP database was compared with other resources containing the human transmembrane

proteome (Figure 16).

The Sali lab used TMHMM as an initial step to filter TMPs for a structural genomics

project [179]. As it can be seen this filtering procedure has a rather low precision compared

to CCTOP, as only 14 proteins were missed by CCTOP, however with 2,148 proteins missing

from the TMHMM set.

UniProt is a commonly used resource of proteins for various projects. Using the annotations

”
subcellular localization: membrane” a filtering was performed: compared to HTP, UniProt

heavily overestimates the size of the proteome by 1,342 proteins, however the topology

annotation on this subset is often missing (only 28% of the entries have annotation of the

feature table) or erroneous (i.e. contain contradicting topology information).

HMPAS [180] also overestimates the human TM proteome by more than 4,500 proteins,

however it is due to the different definition of membrane proteins: it also contains proteins

that can be related to the membrane (e.g. GPI anchored proteins).

Figure 16: Comparison of HTP with other resources of similar scope. The Venn diagram shows the number of proteins classified
as TMP in various databases.
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Another database was published by Faberger et al. [181], however the downloadable files do

not contain type of the protein (TM or non-TM) or topologies.

4.2.3 Webpage of the Human Transmembrane Proteome

The Human Transmembrane Proteome database (HTP) was generated using CCTOP on the

human proteome (obtained from UniProt see chapter 3.1.4.). The database is a collection

of human TMPs with their predicted topologies together with corresponding experimental

data. HTP is available at http://htp.enzim.hu. Besides the raw topology data, various

visualizations and statistics are available as well. Proteins are categorized in several ways

(based on the number of TM helices, level of experimental evidence supporting the prediction

etc.). Furthermore, an advanced search mode is available too, with customizable query

settings. A detailed tutorial about the usage of the database is available at the web page.

The layout is very similar to the one used on the CCTOP server. The HTP database is

regularly updated, whenever changes in the background databases justify a revision. The

latest version of the database was committed in August 2017.
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4.3 Disordered regions in transmembrane proteins

Once the topology of TMPs are determined with high accuracy, connecting loops between

TM segments as well as terminal regions can be further analyzed for flexible regions. These

segments were not examined in TMPs earlier, our knowledge about disordered regions is

mainly based on non-TM proteins.

4.3.1 Datase of disordered regions in transmembrane proteins

To observe disordered regions in TM proteins, a specific dataset was created (see 3.4.2). The

stringent selection resulted in 1,162 TM proteins below 40% sequence identity, for which

1,056 proteins had at least one corresponding structure in PDB database, from where 631

had at least one disordered region. This set could be further divided into bitopic (332),

polytopic (225), and β-barrel (44) proteins (the latter category was discarded). Using x-ray

crystallography information to represent disordered (i.e. the missing atomic coordinates were

considered) altogether 20,050 disordered residues could be found in 1,189 disordered regions.

Most of these regions are short (less than 30 residues), only 140 long disordered regions

were found. Although TOPDB is a comprehensive collection of TM proteins from different

organisms, the distribution of TM helices in this set is very similar to the distribution of

proteins in HTP (Figure A3). Since this implies a very close structural similarity, conclusions

drawn here may be true for the human TM proteome too. It is also important to emphasize

that the coverage of TMPs and IDRs are both very low in structural databases (see 1.1.6),

therefore the results presented here may be biased.

4.3.2 Distribution of disordered residues along the sequence

To analyze the distribution of disorder along the sequence, both in terminal regions and con-

necting loops, I divided all sequences to ten equal parts and calculated the relative frequency

of disordered residues in these bins. Loop and terminal regions (that is, segments between

TM helices and the first/last non-TM segments, respectively) were counted separately. Al-

though the N- and C-terminal disordered regions were smoothed during the preparation of

the benchmark set (below 5 constitutive residues) to avoid bias caused by flexible flanking
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Figure 17: Proportion of disordered residues along the sequence. The x-axis shows the regions along the sequence. Blue:
terminal regions; Magenta: loop regions.

segments, IDRs were still abundant in the first and last tenth of the protein sequences.

However, this is only true if they are in terminal regions, IDRs in loops are evenly distributed.

Another remark on this type of analysis is that the ratio of disordered residues is only one

fifth in loops, when comparing with terminal regions (Figure 17).

4.3.3 Outside parts of terminals are more abundant in IDRs than inside parts

The number of IDRs in terminal and loop regions was also examined. For this task I separated

bitopic and polytopic TMPs, and counted IDR containing regions in different structural

parts (Figure 18/A). I also calculated the number of regions (Fiureg 18/B) and the ratio

IDRs in specific segments and all segments (Figure 18/C). Generally, outside parts are more

abundant in disordered regions, especially in case of bitopic proteins, however, this proportion

is reversed when counting regions in the C-terminal of polytopic proteins. Counting the

disordered residues instead of IDRs (Figure 18/D) resulted in a different proportion: only

disordered regions at the C-terminal of bitopic proteins were more abundant in outside

regions.
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Figure 18: Distribution of IDRs in terminal and loop regions. A: Number of proteins containing IDRs in terminal and loop
regions; B: Number of regions in the indicated parts of TMPs; C: Relative frequencies of regions containing IDRs in the specified
regions D: Relative frequencies of residues in IDRs. Red: inside, blue: outside.

I also examined the distributions of IDRs in terminal regions. In case of bitopic proteins

in most cases only the outside terminal contains IDRs, regardless of the orientation of the

TMP (from cytosolic to extra-cytosolic, or vice versa). It is rather rare when both terminal

regions contain IDRs, as well as when there is no IDR in the protein, neither in the N nor

in the C terminal. In polytopic proteins, these proportions are somewhat different, in most

cases none of the terminal regions contain IDRs. The most prevalent class is composed of

proteins with disordered regions at both terminal (Table 8).

Table 8: Joint distributions of IDRs in bitopic (left) and polytopic (right) proteins. + Indicates that the region contains an
IDR, - indicates that the whole segment is ordered

Nin Nout Nin Nout

Cin
N + N - N + N -

Cin
N + N - N + N -

C + – – C + 4.64 26.8 C + 2.4 28.7 C + 5.17 13.8
C - – – C - 58.3 10.3 C - 15 53.9 C - 32.8 48.3

Cout
N + N - N + N -

Cout
N + N - N + N -

C + 1.89 64.2 C + – – C + 0 16.2 C + 0 14.9
C - 19.8 14.2 C - – – C - 21.6 62.2 C - 11.1 74.1
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4.3.4 The location of disordered residues and positively charged amino acids

correlate in the structures of TM proteins

To examine the distribution of the spatial distance of disordered residues from the membrane,

coordinates described in protein structures were rotated, so that the membrane becomes

parallel with the XY plane, and the distance from the center of the membrane is measured

by the Z axis. For this rotation, the transformation matrix from the corresponding PDBTM

entry was used and extra-cytosolic parts got negative signed Z coordinates, while cytosolic

segments were on the positive side. The structures were then cut into 5 Å slices, and the

number of positively charged and IDRs were counted on both sides. The relative frequencies

were calculated by normalizing values over the Z axis. Since the location of disordered

segments cannot be determined from X-ray structures, in these cases the coordinates of the

first and last ordered residues were taken into consideration. As expected in light of the

positive-inside rule, positively charged amino acids have a high peak in their distribution

on the cytosolic side, near the membrane, as well as a somewhat lower peak on the extra-

cytosolic side. A similar distribution can be observed for disordered residues, with a 0.87

correlation coefficient with the distribution of positively charged amino acids. Terminal

IDRs follow this trend to a much lower extent (Figure 19). This accumulation of disordered

residues may promote favorable interactions with the negatively charged lipid head groups.

The lower rate of disordered residues near the membrane in terminal regions indicates a

different role for disordered regions in terminal segments. Notably, a similar observation

was made in the case of Arcaherhodopsin, where the side chains of arginines were shown to

interact with the lipid head groups [182].

4.3.5 Evaluation of prediction methods on a transmembrane specific dataset

Apart from assessing the characteristic spatial distribution of IDRs relative to the membrane,

the assembled dataset also enables the TM-specific evaluation of state-of-the-art disordered

prediction methods. These algorithms are usually benchmarked on a combined set of TM and

non-TM proteins, which are often biased towards the latter, therefore to gain new insights

about how these methods deal with the highly specialized scenario I evaluated them.
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Figure 19: Relative frequencies of disordered and positively charged residues along the Z coordinate. Red: disordered in loop;
Blue: disordered in terminal; Magenta: positively charged.

Prediction methods listed in 3.2.6 were assessed. In case of IUPred and Anchor in addition to

the regular usage, other approaches were tested as well, by modifying the sequences. These

modifications included the removal of TM segments, TM segments and 15 residues from their

boundaries, TM segments and 30 residues from their boundaries (marked with io, io15 and

io30, respectively). If a predicted disordered region extends towards the discarded region,

the predicted disordered segment was considered ordered. According to CASP experiments

[183], the MCC of top performing methods are around 0.55. Since the membrane embedded

parts are highly hydrophobic and machine learning approaches take amino acid frequencies

into consideration, it can be expected that shorter disordered regions near the membrane

could not be detected, dropping the performance of predictions.

The accuracy of different methods are lower on the used TM specific dataset compared to

those measured on combined sets used in other evaluations. It is notable that the modifica-

tion of the input of IUPred increased it’s accuracy. Neverthless, MCCs achieved range from

0.05-0.36, and variations are small, meaning that the performances of various algorithms are

close to each other (Table 9).

The distribution of disordered residues along the sequences were examined too, in a simi-
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lar manner as in 4.3.2. Although the obtained trends are similar to that observed on the

assembled dataset (Figure 17) (i.e. methods predict more disordered residues in terminal

regions and in the first and last tenth of the protein sequence), this distribution is often the

result of a significant under- (e.g. VS2L) or overprediction (e.g. Disembl/coils) of disordered

residues (Figure A4). Investigation of methods according to the Z axis correlation (Figure

A5) showed that some methods incorrectly produce peaks of disordered region occurrences

near the center of the membrane even those that perform quite well according to standard

metrics (Disopred/disprot). Terminal and loop regions were evaluated separetly too. Some

methods show good correlation with the observation in loop regions (e.g. VS2L), while oth-

ers in terminal regions (e.g. DisEmbl/hotloops) (Figure A6). This analysis clearly shows

that even if some method’s performance is moderate by commoly used metrics, including

tertiary structure specific observations shows their setback.

4.3.6 Roles of disordered regions in transmembrane proteins

Although observation of different features can provide an insight into structural preferences

of disordered regions in TM proteins, to understand how these properties are connected to

biological roles it is important to find functional examples. The literature contains several

examples of IDRs in TMPs. In most cases, IDRs belong to the terminal regions and mediate

signaling or regulatory roles.

CFTR is a well studied TM protein, belonging to the Multidrug Resistance Protein (MRP)

subfamily [184] of the ATP-binding casette (ABC) superfamily [185]. Between the TM re-

gions, a 200 residue intrinsically disordered segment is located [186]. This regulatory (R)

domain has several protein kinase A (PKA) phosphorylation sites, playing a role in the ac-

tivation of the chloride conductance by the allosteric modification of the sites that reduce

the affinity to NBD domains [187].

Fibronectin binding protein A (FnBPA) is a cell-surface bound protein from Staphylococcus

aureus, mediating adhesion to the host tissues. FnBPA contains a 130 residue extracellular

disordered region, identified by NMR. The IDR contains several temporary structured ele-

ments helping the fibronectin binding [188].

DsbA and DsbB are dynamic enzymes, where both NMR [189] and X-ray crytallography
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Table 9: Evaluation of disorder prediction methods. Metrics: Balanced Accuracy (ACC), Sensitivity (SENS), Specificity
(SPEC), Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC), False Transmembrane percent (TM%), Per protein disorder prediction
accuracy (RD), Rχ2 metric (RX2), Segment Overlap (SOL), Number of false positive regions (FPREG), Area Under the Curve
(AUC), Root Mean Square deviation (RMSE), Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), z-coordinate dependent distribution
(Z-corr). The order in the final column determined by averaging the places of individual metrics. Methods: Disembl C: Disembl
coils, Disembl HL: Disembl hotloops, Disembl 465: Disembl rem465, Disopred DP: Disopred DisProt, Espritz DP: Espritz
DisProt, IUPred L: IUPred long, IUPred S: IUPred short. For explanation see the text and Appendix 7.3.
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Predisorder 0.76 0.69 0.83 0.33 1.21 73.08 66.73 0.56 6,488 0.60 0.43 0.40 0.95 4.6

Espritz xray 0.71 0.45 0.92 0.32 3.9 50.08 12.11 0.42 2,226 0.63 0.34 0.38 0.88 7.1

Disopred DP 0.70 0.47 0.95 0.36 4.33 47.87 99.6 0.41 3,090 0.66 0.30 0.41 0.47 7.6

VSL2 0.73 0.62 0.81 0.28 0.33 66.26 11.72 0.51 4,801 0.59 0.44 0.36 0.92 7.6

Sipne-D 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.32 8.90 72.23 30.16 0.53 4,312 0.59 0.46 0.40 0.53 7.6

IUPred S/io 0.67 0.42 0.93 0.30 0 50.59 109.3 0.41 5,073 0.63 0.32 0.35 0.73 10.0

RONN 0.70 0.59 0.83 0.26 1.93 52.12 54.25 0.39 3,452 0.58 0.43 0.34 0.82 10.0

Dynamine 0.70 0.71 0.7 0.22 0.73 73.93 13.49 0.59 9,895 0.56 0.55 0.32 0.86 10.1

IUPred S/io15 0.67 0.38 0.94 0.31 0 48.38 109.4 0.39 4,566 0.64 0.31 0.36 0.53 10.1

Espritz NMR 0.70 0.66 0.75 0.23 1.51 69.33 9.55 0.52 7,113 0.56 0.51 0.33 0.91 10.3

IUPred S 0.65 0.34 0.95 0.31 0.02 43.1 150.6 0.35 3,785 0.66 0.30 0.36 0.41 11.0

IUPred L/io 0.65 0.36 0.93 0.26 0 39.86 210.1 0.29 5,332 0.62 0.33 0.32 0.86 12.7

IUPred L/io15 0.65 0.32 0.94 0.28 0 37.81 205.5 0.28 4,789 0.63 0.32 0.33 0.68 13.9

Disembl HL 0.61 0.27 0.98 0.28 0.11 27.08 83.94 0.26 1,135 0.69 0.27 0.32 0.74 14.0

IUPred S/io30 0.64 0.37 0.94 0.27 0 39.86 113.1 0.32 4,285 0.63 0.31 0.32 0.27 14.0

Espritz DP 0.63 0.33 0.95 0.26 1.86 26.91 98.27 0.20 626 0.63 0.31 0.31 0.82 14.3

Disembl 465 0.64 0.42 0.85 0.19 0.51 41.9 107.7 0.37 3,069 0.56 0.42 0.27 0.77 15.1

Disembl C 0.61 0.73 0.48 0.11 2.48 71.89 98.87 0.49 6,400 0.53 0.71 0.26 0.54 16.1

Disopred PDB 0.60 0.22 0.97 0.24 10.54 36.79 121.5 0.29 2,923 0.65 0.29 0.29 0.38 17.0

IUPred L/io30 0.62 0.32 0.94 0.24 0 33.04 215 0.23 4,470 0.62 0.32 0.29 0.12 17.9

GlobPipe 0.61 0.32 0.86 0.15 2.79 44.46 39.26 0.31 2,976 0.55 0.43 0.24 0.61 18.3

IUPred L 0.61 0.25 0.95 0.24 0.07 31.17 219.9 0.21 4,176 0.62 0.31 0.29 0.03 18.4

Anchor io15 0.55 0.1 0.97 0.11 0 16.01 41.46 0.09 1,898 0.57 0.30 0.16 0.70 20.0

Anchor io 0.53 0.12 0.96 0.08 0 15.84 39.66 0.08 2,113 0.55 0.31 0.13 0.75 20.7

Foldindex 0.60 0.36 0.84 0.13 0.18 26.74 61.85 0.17 2,429 0.54 0.43 0.22 0.10 21.9

Anchor io30 0.53 0.10 0.97 0.09 0 14.31 45.43 0.07 1,723 0.56 0.30 0.14 0.16 22.1

Anchor 0.52 0.05 0.98 0.05 0.79 9.54 53.83 0.03 1,355 0.54 0.29 0.09 0.32 23.6
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[190] results are available. The NMR structure of DsbB shows an interface helix at the

N-terminal, which seems disordered in the X-ray structure. Interface helices (IFH) shown to

have different roles: in the KirBac an IFH is responsible for the channel gating mechanism,

while in photosystemI it shields cofactors from the aqueos phase [188].

The Shaker channel, a voltage-dependent potassium channel responsible of conducting de-

polarizing potassium currents when the membrane potential increases. This can be achieved

by the cytoplasmic disordered region helping the N-terminal region to move to the mouth of

the channel. The segments have a helical propensities and are assumed to form a stable helix

upon binding [191]. The C-terminal of the channel is in a random coil state and contains a

PDZ domain recognition motif, assisting the binding to scaffold proteins [192].

The dihydropyridine receptor (DHPR) and the ryanodine receptor (RyR) interact with each

other. The C-terminal disordered segment of DHPR activates (or inhibits) RyR upon depo-

larization (or repolarization) of the plasma membrane which causes calcium influx into the

muscle cells. Activation of RyR causes further calcium releases from the endo-sarcoplasmic

reticulum [193].

E-cadherin is a single pass TM protein having a disordered cytoplasmic tail. This 70 residue

long region can bind β-catenin, a hub protein that interacts with several other partners. All

these interactions are assisted by IDRs helping the complex regulation of cell-cell adhesion

and gene expression processes. This way β-catenin interaction partners provide an example

of a homologous intrinsically disordered domain that appears in distinct proteins (termed

catenin-binding domain, CBD) [194].
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4.4 Structural principles governing disease causing mutations

By analyzing the effect of naturally occuring variations in the sequence, functionally impor-

tant elements can be identified. Utilizing various sources, as well as the developed topology

predictions algorithm, I aimed to examine regions vulnerable for harmful mutations.

4.4.1 Datasets

After redundancy filtering human sequences, 28,450 PMs and 20,599 DCMs remained. From

these, 3,904 PMs and 8,116 DCMs were mapped to 1,647 oligomer protein structures, and

2,656 PMs and 5,222 DCMs were mapped to 1,075 single subunit proteins. Furthermore,

688 PMs and 1,034 DCMs were mapped to 107 proteins from DisProt. In addition, 8,276

PMs and 7,060 DCMs were identified on 1283 bitopic and 1247 polytopic TM proteins.

4.4.2 Disease causing mutations in protein-protein interfaces are heavily influ-

enced by how folding occurs

In the first analysis, domains and domain interactions were analyzed. Domain annotations

were taken from Pfam and the relative frequencies of DCMs and PMs in and outside of the

domains were calculated (Table A2). As expected, DCMs are enriched in protein domains,

where these alterations can disrupt the functional unit and affect the structural integrity or

influence interactions with other proteins or ligands. In contrast, PMs occur just as frequent

as expected.

To assess further how these mutations affect the structure of oligomeric proteins, corre-

sponding PDB entries were examined (Figure 20). In buried residues and on protein-protein

interfaces, DCMs are enriched, while exposed residues are depleted in them. In contrast,

PMs are enriched in exposed residues and depleted in buried residues. These results are

in line with a recent study focused on a similar topic [195]. Analyzing protein secondary

structures defined with DSSP shows that extended residues are enriched in DCMs, while

irregular residues are depleted in them (Figure A7, Table A3).

The same analysis was also performed on single subunit proteins, and the results are similar

to observations found on the oligomer structure set (Figure A8, Table A4).
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Figure 20: Relative frequency of variations on different structural elements. * marks significant p-values (≤0.05) according to
chi-square test calculated from observed and expected values. The error bars were calculated by bootstrapping 80% of the data
100 times: the average and standard deviations are shown (blue: PMs, red: DCMs)

Recent advances in database development [196,197] enabled me to distinguish those protein

interactions, where the binding and folding process occurs in different ways. These include

proteins going through autonomous folding and independent binding (i.e. the binding of

two independently stable structure), coupled folding and binding (where an ordered protein

serves as a template to stabilize an IDP partner) and mutual synergistic folding (complexes

formed by IDPs). This partitioning not only describes a spectrum of binding events, but

also serves as a more detailed splitting of protein disorder. Interestingly, although DCMs

are somewhat enriched in ordered-ordered protein interfaces (Figure 21), this accumulation

is not significant, in contrast to complex interfaces where at least one of the partners are

disordered. This trend is unexpected, since DCMs are depleted in disordered regions (see

4.4.3). Another interesting result that buried residues are only enriched in DCMs when both
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partner is ordered. This is not surprising in case of proteins going through coupled binding

and folding, since in these complexes the IDP partner does not form a large hydrophobic core

[198], however complexes formed by IDPs do bury a high amount of their surface, yet they

are depleted in DCMs (Table A5). Two proteins were manually discarded from this analysis:

Transthyretin and Superoxide dismutase (UniProt AC: P02766 and P00441, respectively)

contain a high amount of DCMs that would bias observations drawn here. Both protein has

a high tendency to aggregate and form fibrils.

Figure 21: Relative frequency of variations on different structural elements. * marks significant p-values (≤0.05) according to
chi-square test calculated from observed and expected values (blue: PMs, red: DCMs)

4.4.3 Analysis of disordered regions

I examined the effect of mutations in IDRs. Although the number of assigned mutations was

low, similar trends could be observed in both PDB structures and in DisProt: disordered

residues are depleted in DCMs, as proposed earlier in case of cancer causing mutations [199],

while the number of PMs is close to the expected values (Figure A8, Table A6). This
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Figure 22: The non-redundant space of human protein sequences. The rate of PMs (blue) and DCMs (red) in well-characterized
(x-ray structures and TMPs) and unknown structures are shown.

observation can be explained by the conformational freedom of disordered regions, where

these changes in the sequence have smaller structural impact on the protein.

By analyzing human protein sequences, variations can be assigned to X-ray structures or

predicted transmembrane proteins, however for around half of the proteome no structural

class can be defined and therefore variations occurring in these proteins cannot be examined

regarding protein structure. It was also shown that 44% of the human protein-coding genes

contain long (>30 amino acid) disordered regions [200] and since these regions are underrep-

resented in structural databases (fraction of disordered residues is only 1–2% in SCOP [45])

and in transmembrane proteins (fraction of disordered residues is only 5% [201] and 4.3.1),

it can be assumed that disordered residues preferentially cluster in proteins falling outside

well-characterized (and in this study unassigned) proteins. Figure 22 shows the background

variation rate of PMs and DCMs, indicating that PMs are more frequent in unassigned
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proteins. The decreased rate of DCMs in proteins with unknown structures is also true for

disordered residues observed from x-ray structures and DisProt.

4.4.4 Disesase causing mutations in transmembrane proteins

TMPs were sliced into distinct structural segments: TM and terminal regions, membrane

proximal segments and connecting loops and they were examined in different ways (Table

A7). First, variations in TM regions of bitopic and polytopic proteins were investigated.

Single spanning proteins’ helices are depleted in DCMs, in contrast to polytopic proteins’

TM regions, which can be explained by the fact that disruption of helical packing has a more

serious effect on the structure, while it is rather unexpected that a mutation distorts a single

α-helix. In the next step, connecting loops were taken into consideration. After examining

a five residue extension from membrane boundary on the cytosolic side an enrichment of

DCMs can be noticed. I have further analyzed these cytosolic regions and looked for loops

containing charged residues (Arg and Lys). DCMs in these regions are enriched compared

to other parts of transmembrane proteins. According to the positive inside rule, positively

charged amino acids are more frequent on the cytosolic side near to the membrane [202,203]

(Table A8). A likely explanation can be that variations occurring around this region can neg-

atively affect the proper folding of TMPs. To rule out every other scenario, the accumulation

of DCMs was compared in cytosolic extensions without charged residues to extra-cytosolic

extensions, all of them confirming a different, yet significant level of enrichment dominating

the charged-cytosolic-membrane proximal regions (Figure 23). DCMs are depleted in termi-

nal regions, both in polytopic and bitopic proteins.

Based on collected data and literature the vast majority of DCMs in loops (near to the

membrane) changes transport activity (via both overactivation and inactivation), regardless

positively charged [69,204] or other residues [205,206] are altered: these regions are in di-

rect proximity to material transport, thus their alteration highly influence the activity. A

well-characterized example is TRPV4, a non-selective osmotic and mechano sensitive cation

channel. Different mutations near to a functionally important charged residue next to the

cytosol-membrane boundary boost protein activity by twisting the backbone and increase

the open-probability of the channel [207,208] leading to an increased intracellular calcium
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concentration manipulating bone development (SMD Kozlowski disorder) [209]. Diseases

related to signaling [210,211] or energy production [212] also occur in this region, however

less frequently.

In contrast, DCMs in terminal segments often associated with signaling function [213,214],

even if harmful mutations do not dominate these regions. An in-depth detailed case is PKD1

whose mutations were associated with autosomal polycystic kidney disease. The C-terminal

of the protein extends to the cytosol and contain G-protein activation segment [215] regulated

by several phosphorylation sites [216] and a coiled coil domain going through a dimerization

with PKD2 [217]. It was shown, that mutations in PKD1’s coiled coil region prevents the

association which disrupts the signaling pathway necessary for tubular morphogenesis [218].

Although the exact mechanisms by which PKD1 controls signaling through the G-proteins

is unknown [219], several mutations were mapped to the activation segment suggesting its

role in the disease.

These observations were also confirmed by GO enrichment analysis: genes mutated near to

the membrane were exclusively enriched in proteins related to various transport functions,

Figure 23: Relative frequency of variations in TMPs. * marks significant p-values (≤0.05) according to chi-square test. The
error bars were calculated by bootstrapping 80% of the data 100 times: the average and standard deviations are shown (blue:
PMs, red: DCMs)
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while dominant GO term for genes carrying DCMs in terminal regions included signaling

process too e.g. ‘sensory perception of pain’ or ’cytokine-mediated signaling pathway’.

Another interesting aspect is that IRDs tend to be enriched in positively charged residues

in polytopic TMPs (see 4.3.4). These findings suggest that this can be an exception where

DCMs are accumulated in disordered regions. It is plausible that flexible segments helping

the stabilization of the protein by interacting with lipid head groups are shorter and have a

lower tolerance towards substitutions in contrast to longer IDRs.

4.4.5 Prediction power of structure related properties

To further emphasize the importance of the introduced structural features, I constructed

a feedforward artificial neural network with 1 hidden layer. This method takes the amino

acid sequence and the variation as input and classifies the variation as PM or DCM. In

all cases, basic amino acid properties were used as features, such as hydrophobicity, charge

and solvent accessibility or BLOSUM score. In addition, other predictors were prepared,

incorporating structural features for proteins with X-ray structures and topology features

for TMPs. These additional features were derived from data presented in previous chapters

(4.4.2-4.4.4). In the former case, the predictor exploited Pfam domain annotations, DSSP

output, solvent accessible surface data and information about the segment being disordered

or being in contact with other protein. For TMPs number of TM segments, distance from the

membrane center, charged residues in the proximity and Pfam annotations were considered.

Figure 24: Receiver operating characteristic curves of predictors. Left: on variations mapped to structure, right: on variations
on TMPs. (Red: basic features, blue: basic and structural/topology features).
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The performance of the prediction increases as structural information is used (Figure 24).

Since the number of solved TMP structures is relatively low, I evaluated the performance of

these features separately, since the overlap between the two datasets was negligible. As it

can be seen, both topology and structural information based on all atom data have a similar

effect on accuracy (AUCs increased from 0.658 to 0.731 and 0.639 to 0.725, respectively).

A variety of prediction algorithms [220,221] are already available for discriminating DCMs

and PMs with a better prediction accuracy than shown here, however they do not or just par-

tially exploit the available structural properties. Including these properties, their accuracy

could be increased significantly.
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5 Conclusions

Our knowledge about TMPs is very extensive, however fragmented: there are various

topology prediction methods based on different biophysical principles, exploiting many

algorithms to produce topology prediction; high resolution structural information in PDB

database; tons of experimental information scattered in the literature. My goal was to unite

all this information in order to determine TM topology more accurately than ever before. I

developed the Consensus Constrained TOPology algorithm, a novel method for predicting

TMP topology. Besides utilizing 10 state-of-the-arts methods, structural, experimental

and bioinformatics information is used. CCTOP was benchmarked on newly compiled

benchmark sets and was shown to have the highest accuracy among currently available

methods of the same scope. A unique feature of CCTOP is the reliability value assigned to

each prediction, which was shown to highly correlate with the prediction accuracy.

The CCTOP algorithm is available to the public at http://cctop.enzim.ttk.mta.hu.

Besides the raw prediction various visualization helps the user. The prediction can be

further optimized by adding user defined constraints.

Using the CCTOP algorithm on the human proteome, I constructed the Human Trans-

membrane Proteome database (http://htp.enzim.hu), which contains all α-helical

transmembrane proteins in the human proteome with determined topology. Almost 50% of

the predictions are enhanced with experimental evidences and around 60% of the predictions

have 98% accuracy. Moreover, based on to the reliability value defined by CCTOP, the user

can tell which predictions are more precise.

The CCTOP method and the HTP database is a great resource that can be used as starting

point for laboratory experiments or for modeling the structure of a TMP. It also enables

us to perform large-scale analyses, as I demonstrated by examining disordered regions and

disease causing mutations in TMPs.

In order to gain deeper insights how TMPs performs their function, I examined the

location and possible functions of disordered regions in TMPs. From the interplay between

various structural elements, novel functions arising from the modular assembly of TMPs
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incorporating disordered segments can be understood.

According to this study, IDRs tend to be in the N- or C-terminal of TMPs. Although

loop regions contain less IDRs, a strong correlation between disordered residues and the

positively charged amino acids was revealed by the analysis of spatial distance from the

membrane, suggesting a new function of disordered residues in TMPs near to the inner

boundary of the lipid bilayer. The observed structural disorder in TM proteins represents

a functional modality on its own that has co-evolved with the accumulation of positive

charges in the loop regions of polytopic TMPs, however with a depletion of positive charges

in extracellular regions and intracellular terminal sections of TMPs. This indicates that

positive charges plus disorder in inside might be two structural features aiding the same

function (membrane binding and stabilization) in certain cases, but structural disorder and

the lack of positive residues another function (mediating protein–protein interactions) in

other cases.

IDPs were shown to fulfill critical biological roles, however, their presence in TMPs has yet

to be addressed. Due to the lack of data (IDPs and TM proteins are both exceptionally

difficult to study), IDP prediction algorithms have served important roles in unstructural

biology. However, their efficacy in the specific context of TMPs has not been assessed. I

analyzed disordered prediction methods on TMPs with disordered regions: most prediction

methods overpredict IDRs in TMPs, especially in the N- and C-terminal regions and show

big difference in spatial distributions in opposite to the usual metrics used for evaluating

these predictors.

As it was shown in several examples, structural elements are biologically important

in general, however the way they are altered by sequence variations, more specific knowledge

could be gained. Several studies investigated mutations causing cancer, however, by

analyzing germline mutations with weaker phenotypic properties the high rate of false

positive data in cancer databases can be avoided and smaller changes can be examined.

I investigated the effect of neutral and disease causing variatons in proteins. Although a

number of methods are available to predict the effect of variations or to highlight vulnerable

regions in proteins, most of these are based on purely statistical approaches and do not
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bring us closer to the understanding of which structural elements have crucial importance

for folding or establishing a stable three-dimensional structure. Starting from the literature

data, I analyzed whether these individual cases show a strong trend.

I showed that buried and interface parts are enriched in disease causing mutations. These

observations on buried residues can be explained by the fact that the structural integrity

of the protein can be easily disrupted and these regions tolerate variations to a lesser

extent than residues on domain surfaces. The same observation can be true for interface

residues as well (they are buried when a complex is formed), moreover, variations occurring

on interfaces can modulate the binding process by altering residues playing key roles in

establishing interactions.

TMPs were shown to have less DCMs in membrane regions when they have only a single

spanning membrane segment – the most likely explanation that it is hard to break the

integrity of a helix, in contrast when there are several membrane helices their packing

can be more easily disrupted. Membrane proximal residues in TMPs have important

roles, especially on the cytosolic side when a positively charged residue is in proximity

– confirming the important role of positively charged amino acids in proper folding and

transport activity. In contrast, DCMs in terminal segments often associated with signaling

function, even if harmful mutations do not dominate these regions.

Disordered regions are depleted in DCMs since their flexibility is not highly dependent

on individual amino acid substitutions. I also showed two special cases when disordered

segments are enriched in disease causing mutations: membrane proximal cytosolic segments

with positively charged residues and the binding of two disordered segments, resulting in an

ordered structured complex.

These findings have a strong predictive power and exploiting these structural features, the

accuracy of current prediction methods could be raised to a new level. Understanding how

these variations modulate the structure and the function of proteins, prenatal diagnosis and

personalized medicine can be improved.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Topology prediction methods

HMMTOP: The prediction is based on the principle that the amino acid composition

reflects the different subcellular localizations. In HMMTOP the topology prediction

depends on the maximum divergence of the distribution, unlike other methods where the

absolute frequency of a certain localization is considered. This maximum divergence can be

described as the product of the frequencies in the 5 states: inside loop, inside helix tail, TM

helix, outside loop, outside tail. The optimization is guided by a pseudo array containing

experimentally established values. HMMTOP is capable of incorporating experimental

evidence, described as conditional probabilities in the Baum-Welch algorithm.

MemBrain: The method represents the query sequence as a Position Specific Scor-

ing Matrix (PSSM) to predict topography. The prediction is based on the k nearest

neighbor algorithm [224], using two different window sizes. After fusion and smoothing,

a dynamic threshold is used to detect shorter helices. Membrain is accessed through it’s

webserver (http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/MemBrain/).

Memsat-SVM: The current version of Memsat uses several SVMs: The first one

classifies the type of the protein. In case of a TM protein, several other SVMs are

utilized to distinguish I) signal peptide/other residues II) TM helix/other residues III)

intra/extracellular residues IV) re-entrant loops/other residues. These SVMs use different

kernels and their accuracy vary from moderate (re-entrant loop SVM has 0.34 Matthew

Correlation Coefficient (MCC)) to high (TM helix SVM has 0.8 MCC) according to the

authors’ own benchmark set. The result of the different predictions are combined in a

dynamic programming method also used in a previous Memsat version.

Octupus (SPOctopus) Octopus is an ANN-HMM hybrid method, using two ANNs

for two types of labeling and a HMM to combine their results and to predict the topology.
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The first labeling differentiates membrane embedded (<13 Å from the membrane center),

interface (11-18 Å from the center), loop (13-23 Å from the center) and globular (>23 Å

from the center) parts. The second one differentiates inside and outside residues that are

at least 12 amino acids away from the membrane. Later signal peptide prediction was

also incorporated: in the first ANN an ’SP preference’ score is assigned to the residues,

and above a threshold a modified HMM model is used to include the signal peptide in the

prediction. Octopus is able to predict re-entrant loops as well.

Philius: Philius is the extended version of Phobius, using a so-called Dynamic Bayesian

Network (DBN) instead of a HMM. Philius classifies proteins into 4 groups: globular, TM,

signal peptide+globular, signal peptide+TM. In the next step, labels for all residues are

calculated

Phobius: Phobius is the updated and relearnt version of TMHMM, where the model was

extended so that the method is capable of detecting signal peptides.

Pro: Profile based method, incorporating the results of a MSA as the geometric

mean of the single alignments’ probabilities. The alignment forces the emission of the same

state for residues at a certain column. Pro uses the same architecture as TMHMM.

Prodiv: A variant of Pro, however in this case the architecture of HMMTOP was

used. To incorporate information of homologous proteins, the divergence-optimizing

parameter is estimated based on the MSA rather than the query sequence.

Scampi: Scampi is a HMM based method having states for membrane (
”
M”), ex-

tracellular (
”
O”), intracellular (

”
I”) regions. To incorporate the positive-inside rule two

types of intracellular state are available, differentiating residues in membrane proximity

(
”
i”). Instead of transition probabilities a flat distribution is used for emission probabilities

in
”
I”,”O” and

”
i” states. In case of

”
i” the Lys/Arg emission probabilities are optimized.

Membrane embedded segments are detected using hydrophobicity and Gibbs-free energy
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profiles. The final topology is provided by a dynamic programming with a similar solution

to Viterbi-algorithm.

SignalP: SignalP is not a topology prediction method, it only provides information

about the signal peptides at the N-terminal of the sequence. Nevertheless, this is a required

step to predict cleavable peptides before topology prediction, therefore the method is

included in the consensus topology prediction described in 4.1. SignalP uses an ANN to

predict signal peptides. During training, not only a positive and a negative set of globular

proteins were included, but a TM protein set with TM helices near the N-terminal, to

prepare the method for the challenging discrimination between signal peptides and TM

helices. A decision tree is used to decide whether the TM protein specific ANN or the

original (trained for globular proteins) should be used.

TMHMM:TMHMM is a HMM based prediction method. Unlike HMMTOP, it uses

supervised learning. TMHMM has 7 states: helix, helix cap (two different states for

inside/outside), intracellular loop, short/long extracellular loop and globular domain), all

divided into multiple
”
substates” to describe the length of different segments and using

symmetric probabilities for the
”
in to out” and

”
out to in” transitions. In the first part

of the training, region boundaries are flexible and the maximization is guided by the

Baum-Welch algorithm. To find a global maximum, noise was added to the data, which was

decreased by 5% at each iteration. In the second part of the training, the Viterbi algorithm

is responsible of finding the final topology using results from the first training, allowing a

flexibility of five residues at each region boundary.

7.2 Statistical hypothesis test

During hypothesis test the goal is to empirically (dis)prove a theory based on a sample

from the population. Two hypothesizes are raised, each excluding the other one: the null

hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis, the former being the one that is judged. This

can be done using a statistical test. This test does not guarantee the correct result, the

statistical test always have an error, which could be avoided by the investigation of the
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full population. If we reject the null hypothesis, however it is true, we will make a type I

error, or ’vica versa’ we accept it, however it is not true, we will make type II Error. The

probability of type I error is equal to the significance level (or threshold).

Chi-square test is a statistical test, where two independent binary variables is being

analyzed. The analysis describes, having constrained marginals what is the (asymptotic

approximation of) probability of the observed or more extreme than the observed tables.

7.3 Evaluation metrics for transmembrane proteins

Per residue metrics

1. Sensitivity, the proportion of predicted positive results and all positive results (the pre-

dictor’s ability to find disordered residues correctly):

Sn =
TP

TP + FN

2. Specificity, the proportion of predicted negative results and all negative results (the

predictor’s ability to exclude ordered residues correctly):

Sp =
TN

TN + FP

3. Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient, the balanced measures between two variables.

MCC =
TP · TN − FP · FN√

(TP + FP ) · (TP + FN) · (TN + FP ) · (TN + FN)

Per protein metrics

4. Topography accuracy:

Acctpg =

 1, if all TMH overlap with at least 5 residue

0, else
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5. Topology accuracy:

Acctpl =

 1, if all TMH overlap with at least 5 residue N − terminal correct

0, else

7.4 Evaluation metrics for disordered proteins

Per residue metrics

1. Sensitivity, see 7.3

2. Specificity, see 7.3

3. Balanced Accuracy (ACC), the arithmetic mean of sensitivity and specificity, or the

average accuracy obtained on either class:

Acc =
Sn+ Sp

2
=

TP
TP+FN

+ TN
TN+FP

2

4. Pearson Correlation Coefficient, is the measure of the linear correlation between two

variables:

PCC =
cov(Predicted,Observed)

σ(Predicted) · σ(Observed)

5. Matthew’s Correlation Coefficientsee, see 7.3 6. TM%: disordered residue predicted in

the membrane region normalized by the number of all predicted disordered residue.

7. Area Under the Curve (AUC): How well a predictor separates positive and negative

examples. TPR and FPR were plotted against each other and the area under the curve was

calculated.

Per segment metrics

8. RD: Percentage of disordered regions found. If all disordered region was covered, the

prediction is correct. The number of correctly predicted protein was divided with the total

number of proteins. The value is given in percentage.

9. Segments Overlap (SOL), the comparison of the overlapping segments, where the
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overlapping regions length is taken into consideration. The value is between 0 and 1:

SOL =
1

N
·
∑
s

minOV (s1, s2) + δ(s1, s2)

maxOV (s1, s2)

where

δ(s1, s2) = min



maxOV (s1, s2)−minOV (s1, s2)

minOV (s1, s2)

int( s1
2

)

int( s2
2

)

where N is the number of observed disordered residue, S is the number of segment pairs,

s1 and s2 are the observed and predicted disordered region, minOV(s1,s2) is the overlap

length, maxOV(s1,s2) is the extended overlap length (for which either of segment s1 or s2

has a disordered residue).

9. Rχ2 is the comparison of disordered length distribution. It is 0 if the two distri-

bution equals.

Rχ2 =
lengths∑
i=1

( Predictedi∑
Predictedi

)− ( Observedi∑
Observed

)
2

Observedi∑
Observed

10. FPREG: Number of false positive regions (not overlapping with any observed region)

11. RMSE, sample standard deviation of the differences between predicted values

and observed values:

RMSE = sqrt
1

n

∑
(Predictedi −Observedi)2

12. Z-corr: Correlation coefficient of the z-coordinate dependent distribution of starting

points of observed and predicted disordered residues.
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7.5 Figures

Figure A1: Performance of CCTOP by adding individual methods in the order of their accuracy from worst to best (black) and
from best to worst (red).

Figure A2: Transmembrane helix distribution in different proteomes. METJA: Methanocaldococcus jannaschii, HUMAN: Homo
sapiens, ECOLI: Escherichia coli (strain K12), DICDI: Dictyostelium discoideum (Slime mold), ARATH: Arabidopsis thaliana,
YEAST: Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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Figure A3: Distribution of the number of transmembrane segments in HTP and TMA set (Blue: N-terminal out, red: N-terminal
in).

Figure A4: Proportion of disordered residues along the sequence according to prediction methods. The x-axis shows the coverage
of the sequence. Blue: terminal regions; magenta: loop regions.
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Figure A5: Z-coordinate dependent distribution of disordered regions according to prediction methods.

Figure A6: Correlation between Z axis dependent distribution of predicted and observed IDRs (Blue: loop, red: terminal)
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Figure A7: Relative frequency of variations on different structural elements in oligomer proteins. * marks significant P-value
(¡0.05) according to chi-square test on the observed values. The error bars were calculated by bootstrapping 80% of the data
100 times: the average and deviations are shown (blue: PMs, red: DCMs)

Figure A8: Relative frequency of variations on different structural elements in single chain proteins. * marks significant P-value
(¡0.05) according to chi-square test on the observed values. The bars were created by bootstrapping 80% of the data 100 times:
the average and deviations are shown (blue: PMs, red: DCMs)
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Figure A9: Relative frequency of variations in disordered residues. * marks significant P-value (¡0.05) according to chi-square
test on the observed values. The error bars were calculated by bootstrapping 80% of the data 100 times: the average and
deviations are shown (blue: PMs, red: DCMs)

7.6 Tables

Table A1: Topology prediction methods, their functionality and short description.

Method Average distance (residues)
OPM 3.3±0.5
CCTOP 3.3±0.5
Octopus 3.6±0.3
Memsat 3.6±0.6
PRODIV 3.7±1.3
Scampi 3.7±1.3
Phobius 3.8±1.1
Philius 3.8±0.9
MetaTM 3.8±1.1
PRO 3.8±1.1
TMHMM 3.9±0.9
Membrain 4.0±1.0
HMMTOP 4.2±0.7
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Table A2: Observed variation values in Pfam domains and on oligomer sequences. R. freq: Relative frequency.

P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

outside PFAM 16,805 3,860,879
1 0.66

5,689 3,871,995
1.77 <0.05

PFAM 11,645 2,661,075 14,910 2,657,810
not contact 3,295 424,716

1.04 0.3
6,432 421,579 1.38

<0.05
contact 609 7,4949 1,684 73,874
not exposed 2,782 370,172

1.11 <0.05
6,557 366,397 0.74

<0.05
exposed 1,122 129,493 1,559 129,056
not buried 2,848 353,052

0.92 <0.05
5,209 495,453 1.57

<0.05
buried 1,056 146,613 2,907 144,762

Table A3: Observed variation values on oligomer sequences based on DSSP structure assignments. R. freq: Relative frequency.

P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

not helix 2,559 324,453
0.98 0.42

5,207 321,805
1.02 0.14

helix 1,345 175,212 2,909 173,648
not beta 3,151 400,118

0.97 0.32
6,253 397,016 1.15

<0.05
beta 753 99,547 1,863 98,437
not turn/bend 3,118 403,053

1.04 0.21
6,635 399,536 0.94

0.01
turn/bend 786 96,612 1,481 95,917
not irreglular 2,904 371,351

1 0.94
6,265 367,990 0.89

<0.05
irreglular 1,000 128,314 1,851 127,463

Table A4: Observed variation values on single subunit sequences. R. freq: Relative frequency.

P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

ordered 2,497 32,2435
1.02 0.77

5,121 319,811
0.33 <0.05

disordered 159 20,047 101 20,105
not exposed 1,759 238,564

1.11 <0.05
3,971 236,381

0.79 <0.05
exposed 897 103,918 1,251 103,564
not buried 1,917 234,003

0.88 <0.05
3,205 339,916

1.6 <0.05
buried 739 108,479 2,017 107,201
not helix 1,760 223,722

0.97 0.31
3,392 222,090

1.01 0.57
helix 896 118,760 1,830 117,826
not beta 2,116 271,661

0.98 0.66
3,990 269,787

1.14 <0.05
beta 540 70,821 1,232 70,129
not turn/bend 2,107 275,324

1.05 0.17
4,183 273,248

1.01 0.61
turn/bend 549 67,158 1,039 66,668
not irreglular 1,994 256,730

1 0.9
4,106 254,618

0.85 <0.05
irreglular 662 85,752 1,116 85,298
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Table A5: Observed variation values on proteins with different binding and folding modes. MSF: Mutual synsergistic folding,
CFB: Coupled folding and binding, AFIB: Autonomous folding and independent binding, R. freq: Relative frequency.

MSF P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

no contact 11 1,679
0.61 <0.05

1 1,689
1.67 <0.05

contact 5 1,779 6 1,778
not buried 15 3,229

0.94 <0.05
7 3,237

0 1
buried 1 229 0 230
not exposed 6 2,008

1.49 <0.05
6 2,008

0.34 0.25
exposed 10 1,450 1 1,459

CFB P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

no contact 5 1,292
1.16 0.16

5 1,292 1.24
<0.05

contact 26 3356 42 3,340
not buried 31 4,641

0 1
47 4,625

0 1
buried 0 7 0 7
not exposed 26 3,363

0.59 0.22
42 3,347

0.39 <0.05
exposed 5 1,285 5 1,285

AFIB P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

no contact 136 20,516
0.94 0.81

266 20,386
1.15 0.29

contact 21 3,419 52 3,388
not buried 109 14,894

0.81 <0.05
177 14,826

1.18 <0.05
buried 48 9,041 141 8,948
not exposed 69 12,460

1.17 <0.05
193 12,336

0.82 <0.05
exposed 88 11,475 125 11,438

Table A6: Observed variation values on disordered residues. DP: DisProt, R. freq: Relative frequency.

P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

ordered 3,636 465,792
1.01 0.83

7,872 461,556
0.44 <0.05

disordered 268 33,873 244 33,897
DP ordered 563 78,107

1.05 0.51
907 77,763 0.71

<0.05
DP disordered 125 16,257 127 16,255
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Table A7: Observed variation values in TM proteins. BT: bitopic, PT: polytopic, MP: membrane proximal PC: positively
charged, R. freq: Relative frequency.

P
M

s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

D
C

M
s

re
st

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v

al
u
e

other 8,099 1,668,247
1.12 0.13

6,804 1,669,542
1.89 <0.05

MP IN 177 32,557 256 32,478
other 8,097 1,665,364

1.04 0.62
6,828 1,666,633

1.58 <0.05
MP OUT 179 35,440 232 35,387
other 8,226 1,690,995

1.05 0.74
7,002 1,692,219

1.42 <0.05
MP IN, not PC 50 9,809 58 9,801
other 8,149 1,678,056

1.15 0.12
6,862 1,679,343

2.10 <0.05
MP IN, PC 127 22,748 198 22,677
MP OUT 179 35,440

1.04 0.48
232 35387

1.10 <0.05
MP IN 177 32,557 256 32,478
MP IN, not PC 50 9,809

1.03 0.58
58 9801

1.11 <0.05
MP IN, PC 127 22,748 198 22677

Table A8: Observed and random values of positively charged residues in TM proteins. MP: membrane proximal, R. freq:
Relative frequency.

observed random

p
os

it
iv

e

ot
h
er

am
in

o
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r.
fr

eq
.

P
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al
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e

p
os

it
iv

e

ot
h
er

am
in

o
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s

r.
fr

eq
.

P
-v
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u
e

other 159,060 1,521,782
1.94 <0.05

161,760 1,519,082
1.02 0.2

MP IN 5,693 24,718 2,993 27,418
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